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STATEU~ BY DR. LOTI~~ BOLZ, MINISTER FOR FORZIGN AFFAIRS
OF THE GK~liU~ DN~OCP.~TIC REPUBLIC, 10 JUNE 1959

l~ir. Chairman,

The German people puts great hope i~ the Geneva Foreign Ministers' conference.

The numurous delegations f~om tho German Democratic Republic and the Federal

Republic which have called on us and have also - as we know - voiced their opinion

to the other delegations verbally and in \{riting 1 and the thousands of letters

received by the Secretariat of the confere~ce and by our delegation, emphasize

again and again the desire that the conference should arrive at an agreement.

With sincere regret, however 1 we are forced to conclude that no immediate

understanding is yet in sight on this question, which is so urgent for the German

people. The Western Powers still refuse to consider the early conclusion of a

peace treaty with Germany. Although under present conditions the two German States

represent Germany, the Western Powers found their attitude on the absence of an

all-German government. However, the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany,

represented by the two German States 1 would itself lead t~ a direct rapprochement of

the two German States and prove to be the shortest way towards reunification.

Reunification of Germany is primarily a matter for the two Ge=man States

themselves. It can result only from mutual agreement. 3asing itself on this

principle, the Government of the German Democratic Republi~ has for years proposed

not only negotiations between the two German States on questions vital to the

German nation, but also the establishment of all-German bodies. It would take me

hours to present all these proposals here. In contradic~ion to the obvious desire

of the German people, our proposals have been disregarded or rejected by the

Federal Government.
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The question now arises: can the conference help the German people by promoting

negotiations on an equal footing between the two German states, with the aim of

paving the way for the solution of the German question by the Germans themselves?

I believe I can answer that it can. The proposals submitted at today's session by

the Foreign ~inister of the Union of Soviet Socialist Rep~blics on behalf of his

Government and in agreement with the Governme~t of the German Democratic Republic

are based on this belief.

The conference could give this help by a fundamental resolution that for the

conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany and for German reunification, negotiations

on an equal footing betwe8~ the two German States are nec~ssary and the formation

of an all-German bod~r - for instance, an all-German committee - would be valuabl~.

Such a resolution of the conference would mean that the four Powers would respect

and recognize agreements reached by the two German States on questions regarding

their mutual relations and reunification. In the opinion of the delegation of the

German Democratic Republic this would remove a number of objections made by the

Federal Republic to negotiatio~s between the two German States.

The German Democratic Republic is prepared to negotiate with the Federal

Republic, and is willing ~o reach understanding by negotiation. It needs no other

mandate than that given by its own people. Nevertheless, it desires this

conference to recommend that the two German States enter into negotiations, simply

in order to smooth the way towards negotiations for the present Federal Government.

With regard to the composition of an all-German body, I would refer to the

incontrovertible principle of international law that the foundation of co-operation

between states is mutual recognition of their sovereign equality. In international

organizations, therefore - for instance, in the United Nations - all States, great

and small, have equal votes.

The creation of an all-German body is not an arithmetical problem. Even the

cunningly-designed system of 25 to 10 representation with a three-fourths majority

cannot do away with the fact that the problem is not to organize a plebiscite but

to choose one of two ways of developments the German people must decide once and

for all between the old militarist and the new anti-militarist way, and we cannot

see why one way should be valued at 25 and the other at 10 votes.
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b;or~over~ neitb.er sid.e 1i11lst b9 p9rmit-ted to impose anythi!1g on the other. On

the co:atrary, eao~ s:.de must be a~le to exp·:iJ.~d. itn views wi·th the same prospect of

success. This prinuiple, however, is incompatible with a "mixed German committee",

which at mos~ would give the Germ~~ Democratic Republic a veto and would prevent it

from submitting its own proposa13 ~or discussion with any prospect of suocess. In

that case there cculd be no question of equali~y. Genuine understanding can be

based only o~ equal rights.

I also venture to answer ~he question why it is necessary to set a term within

which an understanding must be reached, and why in our opinion this term should not

be longer than one year. The German Democratic Republic canuot ignore the danger

that endless negoiintions would delay an understanding while the atomio armament of

West Germany conti~ued and. tension i~ Germany increased. Extremist circles must

not be enabled to use negotiaticns as a camouflage for an unhindered pursuit of

their policy. That canger exists 1 ana would be dimini~hed by setting a time-limit.

Permit me now t~ turn to another question. In my statement of 2 June I have

already pointed to the need for a peaceful solution of the West Berlin problem.

It is regrettable that the United Sta~es of America, Great Britain and France are·

not at present prepared to solve this problem within the framework of a peace

treaty betwee:a the two German States. That the situation in West Berlin is

abnormal has been reoognized at this oonference. West Berlin is a hotbed of danger.

The perpetv.ati.on of tne o~cupation regime oar.not be justified.

For the seke of an understanding, the Germ~l Democratic Republic has refrained

from drawing all the conclusions resulting frc~ the legal situation. She has

agreed to the proposal to convert ~est Berlin into a demilitarized Free City,

.because this would be the most effective contribution towards securing peace and

would take into account the interests of all the parties on an equal footing.

Since, however, the Western Governments are at present not willing to agree to such

a settlement, the delegation of the German Deoocratic Republic, for the sake of an

understanding at this conf~rence, m~tes the following declaration:

If an agreemcy,t is reached on a ·provisional status for West Berlin, as proposed

here by the Minister for Foreign Affai.rs of ~he Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

the Government of the German DemlJC:.r8.tic Republio hereby declares its agreement that

the provisional arrar-gem90t set out in the correspondence pertaining to the Treaty

on the Relations between the German DeToocratic Republio and the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics of 20 September 1955 shall remain in force for one year. The
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Government of the German Demo~ratic Rep~blic has sc~upulously obcerved the settle

ment set out in this correspondence, and is prepared to continue to do so for that

period.

Similarly, the delegations of t~e German De~ocratic Republic and the Union of

Soviet Soci~list Republics have agreed on the proposal for the formation of a four

Power body to supex·~;,rise implementation of the obligations arising for West Berlin

from the agreement on its provisional status, whereby they assume that in

performing its functions this body will respect the sovereign rights of the German

Democratic Republic.

Reduction of armed forces stationed in West Berlin to to~en oontingents,

discontinuation of all propaganda in West Berlin against the German Democratic

Republic and other socialist coun~ries1 dissolution of West Berlin organizations

carrying out espionage and sub7ersive activities against the German Democratic

Republic and other socialist countries, and agreement to refrain from stationing

rockets and nucleer weapons, a~e indispensable conditions for rela~ation of tension

in Berlin, and will also promote relaxation of international tension. The

conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany would eventually solve the West Berlin

problem once and for all.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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STATEl:iENT i,.£ADE ON BZHALF OF THE DELEGATION OF
THE FEDEilAL B,EPUBLIC OF GEiii1Ji.NY BY .Al\,IBASSADOR GREWE, 12 JUNE 1959

At our meeting of 10 June the Soviet Foreign iiinister, Mr. Gromyko, presented

a proposal on which I was then able to comment only provisionally pending a closer

examination. This examination has conveyed to us the impression that the proposal

is intended to terminate the con~idential talKs of the last two wee~s concerning a

limited understanding on the Berlin question.

I have on purpose awaited today's remarks by Mr. Gromyko in order to see whether

this impression needed correctin5• Unfortunately I feel obliged to say that strong

doubts continue to exist in this respect.

What is the situation into which the Soviet proposal of 10 June will lead this

conference? According to my impression this situation may be defined as follows:

On the two major questions of reunification and the peace treaty the views of

the Western and Soviet delegations have been, and continue to be, irreconcilably

opposed. The same applies to the Western proposal to reunify Berlin as a stepping

stone to the reunification of Germany, as opposed to the Soviet propcsal for a

demilitarized and neutralized so-called Free City of West Berlin.

Hence the only sphere in which concrete negotiations seemed to offer any

prospect of success was the sphere of a practical understanding about the situation

of Berlin. Such an understanding would at least have fulfilled one very essential

purpose of this conference: it might have led to a rel~xation of tension in the

matter in which the Soviet Note of 27 November 1)58 had given rise to serious

international tension.
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I ~m afraid that the Soviet proposal of 10 June is likely to bring nbout the

opposi.te of weat the Soviet Government pretends again and again to strive for,

namely a genuine relaxation of international tension.

This apprehension results from the inevitable conclusion that the proposal of

10 June will lead this conference into a blind alley, since it resorts to precisely

the method which has repeatedly. been critized here by Mr. Gromyko, the method of

inseparably linking problems that are at present soluble with problems that are

insoluble at present.

I do not think that this criticism was justified in respect of the Western

Peace Pla..~. In that Plan, such elements of a German and European over··all settle-

ment were jointly dealt with as can only be jointly settled for objective reasons,

on accoun~ of their very substance. The Soviet proposal of 10 June, on the other

hand, links up questions which can be settled separately from the viewpoint of

substance as well as of time.

By making a praotical interim solution for Berlin depend on conditions such as

are specified in the Soviet proposal of 10 June, conditions which t~e Soviet

delegation ~~ows to be unacceptable to all the ~estern Governmeuts including the

Federal Government, the trenches of the cold war are not eliminated thereby but, on

the co:r~trar71 it is the last possibilities of an understanding at present still

existing at this conference which are being eliminated.

There are, unfortunately, weighty reasons justifying the assum?tion that the

Soviet Government is pursuing a particular intention in thus linking up its

proposals, namely, the intention to burden the Federal Government with the

responsibility for any negative outcome of the negotiations concerning Be~lin, by

lir~ing the Berlin problem with the proposal for an all-German committee composed

on a basis of parity according to the pattern of Soviet proposals that have been

well Y..~own for years. Any such policy would be quite unsuited to inspi=e any

confidence in the sincerity of the Soviet Government's desire for a relaxation of

international tension, or in its often proclaimed desire for an improvement of

relations between my r.ountry and the Soviet Union.

At the meeting of 10 June I reserved the right to take a final posi~ion in

regard to the Soviet proposal, in order to be able to examine its contents carefu~.

As I ~ave just indicated, the result of that examination was unfortunately negative.

It seams indispensable to me to indicate once more the reasons why this Soviet

proposal is unacceptable both in its constituent parts and as a whole, and why it

cannot serve as a basis for disoussion so far ~the Federal Government ~ concerned.
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Within the framework ot the Western Peace Plan the Federal Government agreed to

the idea of an all-German ~ommittee on the condition that such a committee would act

under a definite over-all agreement on the reunification of Germany and that its

composition would mora or less take account of the fact that the Federal Republic

is inhabited by three times as many Germans as is the so-called German Democratic

Republic.

If these two prerequisites are removed, as they have been in the Soviet

proposal, the meaning and function of the all-German committee are turned into their

very opposite.

Instead of being an instrument to reunify Germany, the committee would

inevitably be an instrument to maintain the partition of Germany. Unfortunately,

there cannot subsist the least doubt but that the committee members sent from the

so-called German Democratic Republic would prevent any decision designed to lead to

the reunification of Germaqy on a liberal and democratic basis.

Admittedly there are in inter-State relations bodies and organs whose member

States have equal voting rights irrespeotive of the numbers of their population.

This is not, however, a generally valid rule even in inter-State relations.

kr. Gromyko's reference, for instance, to the United Nations is not very convincing,

for even within the framework of the United Nations there are States which on account

of their importance, their population and for other reasons have a special position

and a spesial voting strength because of the fact that they alone are members of the

Security Council, in which they .~ exercise a right of veto.

The Soviet Government itself in its Draft Peace,Treaty with two German States

clearly distinguished between such States as were to have a special place and to

participate from the start iD preparing the treaty and such States as were to be

consulted only at a later stage. While ratification by certain States would be

essential for the entry into toroe of that treaty, ratification by other States

'would not be essential tor thi. purpose.

If, then, even in inte~St8te relations the principle of parity.aintained by

Mr. Gromyko is not generally valid, it is even less valid for a bo~ such 8S the

all-German mixed committee would be. It would be only too transparent a diale.t~

trick to try and apply the parity principle to an all-German committee whioh is not

concerned with international relations of sovereign States but with the restoration

of the unity of the German people in one State, under one constitution and on a

democratic and liberal basis.
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Just as the proposal for an all-German committee composed on a basis of parity

and not founded on a clear agreement concerning a reunification procedure is

incapable of serving as a basis for discussion, so also the other constituent part

of the Soviet proposal, namely, the establishment of a so-called Free City of West

Berlin, is likewise unsuited as a basis for discussion - firstly, because it would

convert the biseotion of Germany into a division in three parts; secondly, because

it would deprive West Berlin's social order of the protection given by the presence

of Western armed forces, the only protection it possesses against the so-called

German Democratic ~epublic's policies aiming at annexation, expansion, and subversion;

and thirdly, because this proposal would in practice subject West Berlin, especially

that city's communications with the outside world, to any arbitrary action by the

so-called German Democratic Republic.

To mention only one of the intolerable and inhuman consequences that would flow

from an unlimited prolongation of the present situations if this proposal were

accepted, West Berlin would during the next ten years have to raise a generation

which during its entire youth would be deprived of the possibility of passing its

free time outside the conglomeration of built-up areas .of that city.

The third element of the Soviet proposal is a transitional arrangement for West

Berlin limited to one year. 2ven more than the conditions of this transitional

arrangement, it is the setting of such a deadline and the consequences connected with

the termination of that period which render the Soviet proposal unacceptable and unfit

to be a basis for discussion. This setting of a time-limit cannot be compared with

the time-limit set by the West, as no unilateral action has been threatened in the

latter case. In respect of this proposal I have nothing to add to the remarks made

by the Foreign clinisters of France, the United ICingdom and the United states.

While it is surely not the function of the group of advisers whom I represent

to give advice in connexion with the oonfidential talks of the four Foreign Ministers

as regards the subject and procedure of their further talks, I may be permitted to

give expression to my conviction that a fruitful continuation of these talks is

conceivable only if there is a return to the basis on which these talks were

conahcted during the past weeks.
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STATE!Y~NT BY DR. LO~HAR BOLZ, iYlnr!STSR 0::9 FOP..~IGN .AFFAIRS
OF TIE G~RMAN f2iYiOCRAT!O P..'3PUBLIC, 13 ~J:,Y ::.959

Mr. Cha.irman,

The delegation of ~~e Ge~man Democratic Republic u~ed the three weeks recess of

the conference to discuss the ~uestions under consideration at this conference with

the Government, with the National Pront of Democratic Germcny, the parties and mass

organizations, as well as with m~~y non-party people from all strata of the

population. On returning to Genev~ O~~ delegation is sure of expressing the hopes

and demands of the overwhelming major:t~r of the German people if it begins again

with the u~gent dem~~d for the early conclusion of a peage treaty with Germany.

The German DemGGratic Republic ~phol~s the right of the German people to a

peace treaty so that a lin8 may be dr~wn ur-der World War II and at the same time a.

barrier be established against a new were Wide politi~al circles in West Germany

in their suggestions and comm~~ts also support the same idea. In this connexion, I

would refer to the co~cepts for t~e solution of the Ger~an problem advanced in

official document~ by two ~1est German parties - the Social Democratic Party and the

Free Democratic Party.

A nQ~ber of even~s during recent weeks provide furt~er evidence how urgent the

conclusion of a peace treaty is in or~er to avoid dangerous developments. West

German and West Berlin politicians have again by their words end deeds confirmed the

truth of our statements concerning the dangers a~ising from West German militarism

and the menacing advance in the nuclear arming of West Germany. Thus, again during

these three weeks numerous rallies of the so-called "~~ds~...§.chafte!!." took place,

with the support of the Federal G07ernment and the participation of influential

representatives of this Gover~ent, which proved th~t the ru~ing circles of West

Germany are using ever more threatening language as their rearmament progresses.

These proceedings illustrate the level of ideological rea~mament in West Germany and

show how systematbally the populr.;Hon ::'5 being infiltrated with the evil spirit of

militarism and revar~hi3m. ~~e systematic sp=eading of revanchist demands

corresponds to the aggressive intentions. At ~he Party Congress of tho Christian

Social Union at Munich on 14 June Dr. Adenauer , the West German Federal Chancellor,
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again demanded that one should no longer speak of the reu~ification of Germ~ but

of the liberation of the Eas~ern Zone, that is, the conquest of the German

Democratic Republic. Alt~ough any attempt of the rulir-g circles in West Germany

to solve the German question by force is deemed to failure; any policy toying with

such ideas, and not only toying with them, constitutes a danger for the German

people as well as for all other peoples, especially in Europe. There is no time

left for discussing theories of political and international law, but it is high

time to initiate serious steps towards the securing of peace. Precisely for this

purpose during the first six weeks of our conference the delegations of the German

Democratic Republic and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republios have submitted

proposals and repeatedly amended and modified them so as to meet the objections of

the participants in the conference as far as possible.

The Foreign Ministers of the Western Powers heve also recognized at this

conference the right of the German people to a peace treaty, but they avoid

negotiations on its conclusion by pointing out that there is no all-German

contracting party to negotiate a peace treaty with. But reunification can be

brought about only by a rapprochement and an understanding between the two German

States. So far the Adenauer Government has prevented any step in this direction

and has given priority to its rearmament policy. But rearmament and the

reunification of Germany as a unite~democratic, peaceable State are mutually

incompatible. The conclusion of a peace treaty with the two German States would

put an end to West German rearmament and thus open the shortest way to German

reunification.

We have given proof of our sincere willingness to achieve a narrowing of the

gap between the viewpoints by positive work. I would recall the proposal that

the conference recommend to the two German States to enter into negotiations on an

equal footing with a view to the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany and the

reunification of Germany. i~ile the Government of the German Democratic Republic

is already amply empowered for such negotiations by the mandate of its people, this

proposal will make it easier for the present Federal Government, which is not

prepared to go this way on its own responsibility, to enter into negotiations with

the German Democrntic Republic. ~e can state with satisfaction that this idee

has been strongly supported by public opinion in all the States represented at this

conference and by leading perso~alities we have met on various occasions.
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The interest of the Governmen~ of the German Democratic Republic in lessening

the tension in Europe and in any step towards the consolidation of peace is

fully evident from the proposal to conclude a non-aggression treaty between the

German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic. Both states would have to

undertake to refrain from any threats and the application of force. How far we

are prepared to take into account the interests of the other party to the treaty

is shown by article 6 of our Draft Treaty which says that the treaty shall not

affect the adherence of the parties to military coalitions. Nobody will be able

to deny that negotiations on such a renunciation of violence and its stipulation

in a treaty would serve the cause of peace in Europe.

The solution of the West Berlin question is another acute problem.

Unfortunately I find myself compelled also in this case to refer most seriously

to events during the three weel~s recess of the conference. The number of

rallies of revanchist "Landsmannschaften" in West Berlin is increasing, and these

rallies make especially obvious the extent to which West Berlin is being misused

as a centre of provocations against the German Democr~tic Republic and other

socialist states. I should like to take the liberty to express the view of the

Government and the people of the Germ~~ Democratic Republic, even if it diverges

from the view of Mr. Chairman. We hold the well-founded view that the elec"tion in

West Berlin of the Head of State of the Federal Republic was a provocation of

a particular kind, and that the fact of i~s not having led to incidents is not due

to the provocation but to the sooer attitude of the Government and the people of

the German Democ=atic Republic. It is not by chance that this action was decided

upon immediately after the announcement of the adjournment of the conference. It

was clearly directed against the Geneva Foreign Ministers' conference and was aimed

at frustrating all efforts to achieve agreement at this conference.

When the 1Test German D~D i C 1 a 11 was drafted the three Western Occupation

Powers stated in a letter of their Foreign Ministers to the Military Governors

dated 8 April 1949, which was brought to the notice of the Parliamentary Council

on 22 April 1949, that they could not agree to the inclusion of Berlin as a "~"

in the original organization of the German Federal Republic. A corresponding

reservation concerning the West Berlin problem we-s made in t",e letter approving

the Bas i c Law of 12 May 1945, addressed to the President of the Parliamentary

Council. The three Western Powers took the same attitude in regard to the West Berlin
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constitution of 1 September 1950 was expressly suspended because it declared

Berlin to be a "~" of the Federal Republic of Germany. Also in the Treaty

between the Western Powers and the Federal Republic concerning the rights and

obligations of foreign armed forces and their members in the Federal Republic of

25 May 1952, in the version of 23 October 1954, Berlin was designated as not

forming part of the Federal territory. Even the West German Government found

itself compelled to recognize in documents binding under international law that

West Berlin does not belong to the Federal Republic. Reference may be made to

the Consular Treaty between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the

Federal Republio, according to which West Berlin is not included in the territory

covered by the Treaty. At this conference on 22 May 1959, Mr. Couve de Murville,

Foreign Minister of the French Republic, obviously in agreement wit~ the

delegations of the United States of America and the United Kingdom, stated that

West Berlin forms no part of the Federal Republic. Contrary to that, the

President of the uest German Bundestag, Herr Gerstenmaier, on the occasion of

the opening of the Federal Assembly, asserted that "Berlin is a I Land , of the

Federal Republic" and that the Vlest German B~, sic Law was valid "in Berlin

also". The provocative character of the event was emphasized by the fact that

the West Berlin representatives were granted full voting power in the Federal

Assembly. We are bound to state that the aggressive forces of West Germany use

the occupation regime in West Berlin as a sort of shield behind which they hide if

their responsibility is brought home to them, but which they throw aside if they

think they can escape from this responsibility.

In their Note of 30 June 1959, the Government of the German Democratic

Republic has drawn the attention of the Western Powers to the great dangers arising

from the convocation of the West German Parliament outside the West German territor,y

and in the centre of another State, the German Democratic Republic. The election

of the West German Head of State outside the borders of their own State is the

expression and instrument of a policy rejecting agreement between the two German

states in regard to their reunification and aiming at the forcible integration of

the German Democratic Republic into the West German Federal Republic. These pro

vocations are being perpetrated by the West German nilitarists today. ~lliat sort of

provocations will they resort to once they have achieved their targets in rearmament?

And what will be the oonsequences of their provocations? These qU0stions are

clearly answered by history. It is time to put an end to this dangerous development.
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The German Dewocratic Republic continues to nold the view that it is within

the framework of a peace trea~y that the West Berlin problem could be settled best,

with the least friction, and taking into consideration the jus~ified interests of

all concerned~ It supports t~e pro~osal to convert West Berlin into a

demilitarized Free City and is prepared to g'J.arantee respect for t·:he status of

the Free City and the freedom of i~s co~nunications with the outer world~ The

status of a demilitarized Free City of West Berlin would eliminate the occupation

regime and liberate t~a West Berlin people from t~e dangers aris~ng from armament

production, from the establis!1ment of military installations and particularly

from the stockpiling of rockets and nu~lear wea?ons~ The Free City of West Berlin,

in accordance with its status~ would not par~icipate in agreements or alliances

of a military character; it V/ou.ld ban any hostile activities against o~her

countries, any militarist propaganda and warmongering, as well as the activities

of militarist and fascist organizations; its citi~ens would not serve in the

armed forces of either of tr.e two German states~ At the same time, all of

the following points would be ~~aranteed: free decision of the Wast Berlin

people on their internal ~~d external affairs; the participation of the demilitarized

Free City of West Berlin in international agreements and organi~ations, as well

as the unh~~pered imp~emenhation of rights and obligations ari~ing therefrom;

the free development of the West Berlin eCQ~omjr; full e~p:oyment through the

placing of orders; ~he supply of foodstuffs; raw materials etc~ to the Free City;

the unhindered development of foreign trade; unimpeied co~~unication with the

outer world; and the soh::tion of a::l unsolved Sou.ections (l,rieing from the

situation of West Berlin by me~ns of agreemer.t with the G9rm~n Democratic Repablic.

In this way West Berlin from a dangerous trouble spot in the centre of Germany and

Europe ''lould be turned into an area of peace. 'I'he formation of a Free City of

West Berlin would be a major contribution ~o the rapprocbement and finally to

the reunification of both German Siates.

Today, as beforer the delegation of the German Democratic Rep~blic is of

the opinion that the "Tell-considered proposa~, set oat here ill full detail,

would provide the most useful sol~tion of the Went Berlin problem. This

fundamental view of t~a G~7erm~ent of tbe GermDn ~emocr~tic Rapublic does not

exclude that we should sear.::h for ways end mean::: to contribute tow::l.!'ds agreement

at this conference. Preeisely for th:!s reason t~ie i.:::.terilU solution as proposed
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by the delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in agreement with

our delegation is, as before, supported by the German Democratic Republic~ The

proposals of 10 and 19 June provide also for the establishment of an all-German

committee composed of an equal number of representatives of oath German States.

During the period of validity of the provisional status of West Berlin it would

have to deal with questions connected with the preparation and conclusion ot a

peace treaty with GermaQY; it would have to consider and elaborate concrete

measures for German reunification and contribute to the esta0lishment and

extension of contacts between the two German States~

These proposals have met with the general approval of our population sinoe

their acceptance would give the German people the great historical chance to

tackle, on their own authority, the problem of removing the impediments still

preventing the peaceful reunificatio~ of Germany~ The representatives of the

German people would negotiate without third party interference and be able to

make arrangeoents ensuring a peaceful future of the German people.

The proposals of 10 and 19 June aim at the solution of the most urgent

tasks in safeguarding peace. They prove that we are prepared at any time

to find ways and means, by agreement, that would serve the cause of peace and

the security of the peoples. ~my we express the hope that our proposals will

meet with understanding and due appreciation on the part of all concerned;

Thank you, r;lr. Chairman.
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Corrigendum

Page ), last line: insert a full stop after the word "Berlin";

Page 4, first line: insert before the word "constitution" the

phrcse: "In the Order of 29 August, 1950, the second paragraph of article 1

of the West Berlin".
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REri.ARI{S iv;ADE BY ll.iViBASSADOR WILHELlvl G. GREWE
ON 13 JULY 1959

Mr. Chairman,

Despite the advanced hour, I would ask your )ermission to pass a few comments.

It is not my intention to hold forth on the general situation of the conference,

since you, Sir, have already adequately and clearly stated it in your opening

remarks; I hardly think I could add anything.

~y Government shares your opinion that the Western Peace ?lan, laid before this

conference at its inception, continues and will continue to form the best point of

departure for a solution to the German question. We are convinced that the matters

dealt with in that Peace Plan could usefully be discussed further and should be

discussed during this second phase of the conference.

I have follow~d with the greatest attention the remarks made by ~r. Gromyko

today. Those remarks contained a number of statements and assertions at variance

with the facts; the only reason that I do not refute the~ here in detail is that

this has already been done on several occasions. In saying this, I am thinking

particularly of those of his remarks oonoerning alleged subversive activities in

West Berlin, concerning the allegedly provocative character of the election of the

Federal President in Berlin (on this point the Federal Government has already said

everything necessary in the Note that it recently addressed to the Soviet

Government), concerning the alleged lack of will in the policy pursued by the

Federal Government to achieve the re-establishment of the unity of Germany, and

concerning the allegation that the policy of the Federal Government is directed

generally against any relaxation of international tension.

The fact that I do not offer any detailed comment on these assertions does not

mean that we accept them or simply note them without contradiction.
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The same applies to the assertion that the Soviet proposals would effectively

guarantee a free social order in West Berlin and free access to that city, and

furthermore to the assertion that the true aim of Soviet policy is the termination

of the occupation regime in West Berlin - a statement obviously in contradiction

to the fact that even quite recently the Soviet Government has on several

occasions made proposals that are tantamount to prolonging the occupation r~gime

in West Berlin if only the Western Powers were prepared to accept a Soviet

occupation contingent there.

It was with satisfaction that I noted that the Soviet Union does not intend

either now or in future to t~~e any unilateral measures in regard to Berlin.

As far as the questions pertaining to a peace treaty and an all-German

committee, as proposed by the Soviet Government, are concerned, the attitude of

the Federal Government to those questions is already known and requires no

reiteration at the present junoture.

The comments made by Dr. Bolz today have given me cause to comment upon one

point only: it is absolutely absurd that reproaches and accusations in connexion

with the election of the Federal President in Berlin should emanate from East

Berlin, of all places, after, in 1949, 1953 and 1957, Herr Pieck was elected in

East Berlin as so-called President - an action whi~h was Obliously not regarded

at the time as standing in contradiction to the four-Power status of the city. -

I have no intention of entering into any legal argument with Dr. Bolz here,

especially since his comments proceeded from the irrelevant thesis - a thesis

rejected on several occasions here - that West Berlin lies within the territory

of the so-called German Democratic Republic, and a thesis which stands in

contradiction to all contractual agreements and to the development of the legal

situation since 1944. On the legal situation I should like to make one remark

only. It is this: the provisions of the Basic Law of the Federal 2epublic,

which treat Berlin as one of the Lander of the Federal Republic, are qualified 

in our opini~n also - by the reservations contained in the letter of approval

issued by the Uilitary Governors in 1949 in respect of the applicability of the

Basic Law in Berlin. Those qualifications are also explicitly underscored in

the now well-known decision of the Federal Constitu~ional Court.
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However, t~is has absolutely nothing to do with the election of the

Federal Pre3ident in Berlin. There are no legal provisions, either contractual

or otherwise, to prevent us from electing the Feder~l President in the German

capital; T~at t~ere was nothing of a provooative nature in our action has

already been stated by the United states Secretary of state; there is nothing to

be added~

It is not my intention to make any furthor proposals today concerning the

future procedure of the conference. I think that that is a matter on which, in

the first instnnce the four Foreign Ministers shou:d reach agreement~ Allow me to

reserve the right to make in the next few days some suggestions and comments on

this matter and on the question of how the conferenoe can best be continued~

Should it be deemed advisable to re-discuss specific questions at private meetings,

that is a matter for the four Foreign Ministers, and it is for them to make the

arrangements which they consider appropriate.

I trust - and in saying this I am expressing the sincere conviction of the

Fe~eral Government - that the break that we have just had in this conference has

given all concerned a new stimulus to arrive at a construotive understanding.
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FffiST STL.TE11ENT BY DR. LOTH-AR BOLZ, MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAffiS
OF TEE GERMAN DEIJlOCRATIC IU.:PUBLIC, 16 JULy 1959

iv.ir. Chairman,

I have requested the floor in order to e:~ress the view of the delegation

of the German Democratic Republic on some questions which have been discussed at

today's session.

We have repeatedly heard today that the proposals made by the Western Powers

on 16 June were not answered. however, the proposals which were presented.by the

delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on 19 June and which, like

the proposals of 10 June, had been worked out together with our delegation, were

made after detailed and thorough examination of the Western proposals of 16 June,

and in our view they constituted an answer just as thorough as it was clear and,

we hoped, conducive to suocess, being aimed at bridging the gap between the

positions taken by the two sides.

During the first six weeks at the conference two points of view were facing

each other which, apart from details, can be characterized briefly and to the

point by saying that the Soviet delegation and the delegation of the German

Democratic Republic on the one hand demanded the early conclusion of a peace

treaty with the two German States, and that the Western Powers on the other hand

rejected the conclusion of a peace treaty with the two German States and deferred

the conclusion of such a treaty to the end of an unforeseeable development. The

Soviet delegation and the delegation of the German Democratic Republic demanded

the definite solution of the 7est Berlin question by means of a peace treaty or,

at any rate, by the establishment of a demilitarized Free City. The Western

Powers adhered to and· continue to adhere to the occupation regime.

Now, the idea held jointly by the Soviet and our delegation does not at all

consist in dtminishing the feasibility of an agreement by making new proposals,

as, if I understood rightly, is the case with today1s proposal of international

control even for that part of Berlin which, in the view of all concerned, serves

the function of capital of the German Democratic Republic. \lliatever attitude ona
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may have towards the German Democratic ~epublic - there is hardly a single citizen

in our Republic who would dispute tile right of a foreign state to shape its

relations with the German Democratic P~~ublic according to its own judgment 

whatever attitude one may have towards us, in any case it must be recognized as

a faot that the German Democratic Republic will not allow its sovereignty to be

made the subject of discussions, let alone violations. On the ather hand I

should like to point out once again that our delegation also has repeatedly

expressed its readiness to guarantee the status of West Berlin which is to be

agreed upon at this conference and to let the United Nations participate 1n this

gu~antee in any form that might seem suitable to all parties here.

The idea underlying the proposals of 19 June was to take a step towards the

success of this conference by means of a compromise. To this end we suggested an

all-German committee, which, indeed, will not bring about the immediate realization

of the desire oX the German people for a peace treaty with the two German States,

but whioh will at least lead u2 to the working-out of an all-German position

regarding a peace treaty. Simultaneously we proposed an interim solution for West

Berlin which, while it does not mean the creation of a demilitarized Free City, at

least makes a start to remove the most intolerable difficulties and paves the

way for a more com?re~ensive solution. The pro?osals are based on the link between

the two questions, i.e. the questions of a peace treaty and the solution of the

West Berlin problem, and this lin~ is not invented but corresponds to the actual

development. The absence of a peace treaty with Germany and the abnormal situation

in West Berlin - I stress: both - are most closely connected with tensions In

Germany and have added quite considerably to the tensions among the four Powers.

Both questions must be solved equally urgently, or at least they must be brought

nearer to solution simultaneously.

If our proposals stand the test - and we see no reason to doubt that they will 

they will bring about the final solution of both the problem of the peace treaty

and the West Berlin question. It should not be overlooked either that any agreement

that would be arrived at in an all-German committee by negotiations on an equal

foo~ing would be of great significance for the comprehensive solution of the West

Berlin question. Should tIle ne.]oti3:cions not result in the success expected

by the end of the time-limit set, then our negotiations would have to be resumed.

The fixing of a definite time-limit in both cases is just as necessary as it is

advantageous to the interests of all concerned. On the one hand, the setting of a
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~ime-limit cannot but help forward the ~hievemen~ of an agreement in the all-German

committee within a foreseeable period; on the other hand, the fixing of a time-limit

would remove in good time, even now at this conference, the easily foreseeable

dispute on the duration of the interim arrangement. Precisely by setting a limit

we intended to counter the charge that we were proposing an endless discussion of

questions.

I must repeat here once again: for the German people the formation of an all

German body is of ve~ speoial significance. The overwhelming majority of the

German people agree that the questions concerning the two German States must be

solved by peaceful means. The overwhelming majority of the German people expect

all-German megotiations to begin. Any State - and this applies to the Federal

Republic also - must show itself prepared at all times to solve controversial

matters by way of negotiations. In the interests of European peaoe and likewise

and above all in the interests of the solution of the vital national questions of

the German people, it appears to us, the two German States must enter into

negotiations with each other. The joint proposel of the deleGations of the Union

of Soviet Socialist ~epublics and of the German Democratic Republic to recommend the

setting up of an all-German committee in connexion with an interim solution of the

West Berlin question makes ~ossible the beginning of a peaceful co-operation of the

two German States, and tnere is not the slightest doubt that such a step would be

welcomed by the population of the whole of Germany - that of the German Democratic

Republic as well as thct of the Federal Re?ublic.

The German Democratic Republic - and today I should like to give this assurance

once again with all possible emphasis - will do eve~thing to make the work of an

all-German committee fruitful. If the ~est German side also shows itself re~y for

construotive co-operation there will be no insurmountable difficulties in finding a

common German position on the peace treaty and :in i.diJ:lti progress to,vards !" rapproche

ment of the two German States and an understanding on gradual reunification.

One must face the facts squarely. AII-German talks, in the shape of talks

between the two German States enjoying equal rights, cannot be held up, as has been

shown by the developments of recent years and in partiCUlar of the last few months,

and, one can even say, of the last few weeks. In the eyes of the peoples the

decisions of the Foreign kinisters' conference here in Geneva will gain sympathy as

well as authority if they do not disregard this development but take it into account

and promote it as much as possible.

Thank you, kr. Chairmen.
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SECO:ND STATEtr.ENT BY DR~ LOTHAR BOLZ, :MINlSTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
OF THE GEIDI~N DEUIOCRATIC REPUBLIC, 16 JULY 1959

Mr ~ Chairman,

Thank you for giving me the opportunity of making three more short remarks ~

Herr Grewe has thought fit to single out only one phrase of my speech; In

doing so, he has relied on the English translation which conforms exactly with what

he has said here in German~ He knows, just as well as I do, that in regard to

this question specifically there are two opposite views represented at this table~

If he had made use of our common German mother tongue he would have heard - and I

am going to quote the shorthand notes taken of my statement which I have received

just now - that I took exception to the lIproposal of international control even for

that part of Berlin which, in the view of all concerned, serves the function of

capital of the German Democratic Republicll~ That was the formulation which I used~

The text of my statement is available~

My second remark: Professor Grewe has put a question to the delegation

of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics which he would have done better

to address to myself since it concerns the all-German committee~ I should

like to state quite plainly that we are proposing equal representation of the

two German States within an all-German committee, and insist on it, precisely

in order to preclude thereby the possibility of one part of Germany imposing

its political and social order upon the other part~ Of course, nobody in

the Federal Republic should entertain the illusion that it would be possible

to impose on the German Democratic Republic a militarist and revanchist system;

But I would like to state here with all possible clarity: anyone who even

envisages the possibility of enforcing upon the one German State the regime of

the other German State should rather refrain from pronouncing the word

reunification~
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My third remark concerns the recognition of the German Democratic Republic.

The Federal Government has been trying, not only today, but again and again

for a long time already, to justify its rejection of an all-German committee

and any all-German body whatsoever on the grounds that it wants to prevent

recognition of the German Democratic Republic~ This objection is futile for

the simple reason that there is no longer anything to be prevented in this respeot~

The existence of the German Democratic Republic is just as indisputable as its

growing international weight. As far as its industrial output is concerned

it occupies the fifth place in Europe; It maintains relations of the most

various kinds with states which represent the majority of the population of this

globe~ Thalli:s to the untiring toil of its working people the German Democratio

Republic hes become a stable economic and politica.l factor in Europe~ The German

Democratic Republic requires no special recognition on the part of the present

Government of West Germany~

Thank you, Mr~ Chairman.

-
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STAT&.lENT MADE BY AMBA-SSAOOR GREWE
ON 16 JULy 1959

Before I go into the questions that have been discussed at today's meeting,

I should like to make a brief preliminary remark on one of the utteranoes to which

we have just been listeningl

Although Dr. Bolz was spe~~ing German I am not quite sure that I oorrectly

understood him on one point.

I really cannot understand how aqyone oould put forward here the thesis that

it is the unanimous opinion of all those present at this oonferenoe that Berlin is

the capital of the so-called German Democratic Republic.

If Dr. Bolz really meant what he said, and if he said what I thiru~ he said,

then I can only say this: I have followed the disoussions that have taken place at

this conference very attentively. It has been repeatedly stated in this room by

the representatives of Franoe, the United Kingdom, the United States, and the

Federal Republic, that their Governments do not reoognize the so-called German

Democratic Republio either as a State or as a government. Consequently the notion

of a "capital" of the so-called German Democratic Republic oannot possibly exist

for them. Quite apart from that, the setting up of a capital for the so-called

German Democratic Republic in Berlin may well be assumed to be incompatible with

the four-Power status of that city.

I should also like to comment on a few of the questions asked yesterday. It

was my hope that this conferenoe would bring eenuine progress, and u~. Gro~ko

himself today stressed that he hoped the same. Because of the link established as
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long ago as 9 and 10 June between the question of an interim solution for Berlin

and that of an all-German committee, I unfortunately do not believe such optimism

to be justified.

It is my impression that yesterday's and today's statements by ~~. Gromyko

unfortunately strengthened the apprehension that the negotiations being oonduGted

at this conference have not made any essential progress beyond the point whioh

they had already reached on 10 June, when the Soviet deleeation unexpectedly

linked the negotiations on a modus vivendi in Berlin with the demand that an all

German mixed committee be constituted.

That demand was presented here yesterday as though it were the most natural

thing in the world. In reality, iAr. Gromyko must have known yesterday, just as

he must have known on 10 June, that he was making a demand as unacceptable to

the French, United Kingdom, and United States Governments as it was to the

Federal Government.

None of those four Governments left any doubt, in presenting the Western

peaoe Fl~, that that Plan represented a coherent whole, and that there could be

no question of entering into negotiations in which isolated proposals were torn

out of the context.

The question asked by Mr. Gromyko yesterday, namely, why the West no longer

desired an all-German committee, although it had in its own Peace Plan proposed

a mixed committee, may well therefore be considered to have been merely a

rhetorical one.

If I nonetheless once again answer it, I do not do so on the assumption that

I am telling i~r. Gromyko something of which he is not already fully aware •. However,

there are reasons which make it appear advisable to make this point clear over and

over again.

The Federal Government did not agree to the idea of a mixed committee, as

set forth in paragraphs 6 to 12 of the Western Peace Plan, without having to over

come certain misgivings, since a committee of this kind, even though in the

proposed proportion of 25 members from the Federal Republic and 10 from the so

called German Democratic Republic, is apt to give rise to wrong conceptions,

especially the impression that the difference between the Federal Republic and

the so-called German Democratic Republic is of a purely quantitative nature, that

is to say, that the difference lies merely in the larger population and area of

the former.
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If the Federal Government decided to propose a mixed committee de~ite these

considerations, it did so in the conviction that the idea set forth in the Western

Peace Plan rendered the mixed committee genuinely capable of funvtioning and

practicable, and ensured that it would lead to positive results conduoive to

promoting the reunification of Germany.

That conviction was not so much based upon the proposed composition of the

committee (although we do always consider it indispensable that in such a committee

the fact of the three times greater population of the Federal Republic should be

given adequate eA~ression), as upon the fact that

the mixed committee is given clearly defined and intelligent terms

of reference under paragraph 9, including the main task of

formulating pro~osals for a draft law providing for general free

and secret elections by ballot under independent control;

suitable provisions are laid down in paragraphs 10 and 11 to prevent

any obstruction of the co~~ittee by veto rights on either side; one

of the most important of these provisions would be the holding of a

referendum in both pa:~ts of Germany, especially in the event of tlte

committee's being unable to reach agreement on a uniform draft

electoral law";

the committee is fitted into an overall process conducive to the

reunification of Germany.

It was with some measure of surprise that I heard Mr. Gromylto say yesterday

that such a process would be discrimination against the German people. I think

I can set Mr. Gromy~o's mind at ease on this point. It is not necessary for h~

to cudgel our brains. We are very well aware of the meaning of discrimination.

This process is not discriminatory.

All the elements which confer on the mixed committee under the ~Testern Peace

Plan the nature of a constructive and reasonable proposal are lacking in the

isolated form of an all-German committee as envisaged in the proposals put

forward by the Soviet delegation on 9 and 19 June.

I can only repeat what I s~id here on 12 June:

If one omits those constructive elements, one completely reverses the sense

and the task of this committee: "Instead of being an instrument to reunify

Germany, it would inevitably be an instrument to maintain the partition of Germanyll.

The reasons underlying this negative ~ppraisal are perfectly obviousr
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. - The formation of [l, mixed committee on the ;)t\.sis 8f parity, a COL1r.1i ttee

which does not offer any guarantee that Ger@any will De reunited after a

short period of transition, would oe tant&nO~it to recogni~ion ef the

so-called German ile80cratic Repu0lic as a state and a GoverIllilent, and. .
would consequently ~e the achieveoent of precisely what Soviet policy is

aiming at, and vrhat VTe shall never accept.: the lJartition of Germany into

two inde?endent states.

An all-German committee in the form suggested by the SGviet Govermnent

simply guarantees that Germany will not be reunited, since the present

regime in the so-called German Democratic Repu·olic is determined to

prevent, with all the means at ~s command, the formation of a united

German state on the basis of liberty and democracy~ To m~ce the

reunification of Germany contingent upon the aood will of that regime

means preventing its realization~

Finally, an all-German co~nittee having neither the terms of reference

nor the possibility of reuniting Gennany but merely intended to extend

the contacts between the two parts of Germany or to pre~are the way for

union in some confederative form serves no purpo~e whatsoever~

No all-German committee is needed fJr the technical contacts ?ossibla

under ~he present conditions. Any extension of contacts is in any case

rejected .,~y the S:&J e.n(~ its leaders: A confederation consisting of the

Federal ~1epu~)lic and the so-ca.lled German Der'iocratic Repu"ulic is out of

the question~ I gave the reasons for this in detail on a l/;ay 1959~

I shall content myself here with reiterating just ~ne sentence from the

statement that I made then:

"One co.nnot confedernte n systerJ of freeclo},! with a system of bondage. II

In the form lJroposed by the Soviet delegetion en all-German cOI11'1i ttee is

therefore incapable of achieving any positive result; on the contrary,

it may well do quite a lot of harm: it can deceive the public throughout

~he world ~nd create the false impression thct the blMle for failure to

re-establish the unity of Germany lies in discord among~t the German people,

whereas the real recson lies in the fact that the Soviet Goverrunent and its

Comnunist satellite regime are preventing the Ger~an people by force from

manifesting its unanimity in the matter.
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In order to gain some clear insight into the tas::s of the all-German comuittee,

allow me to as:::: the Soviet Foreign i/~inister some questions in this context~

(1) According to a report which the former Governor of New Yor~,

i~r~ Averell Harriman, recently published on his talk with the Chairman of the

Council of i,~inisters of the Soviet Union, i.x. N~S. :ilirushchev, the latter told him

that the West could rely upon it that he (:i!.:r~ :ntrushchev) would not consent to any

German reunification which failed to assure a socialist system throughout Germany.

Can l:Ir~ Gromyko make a statement to the effect that that report is incorrect'?

(~) Should it not be incorrect, eo.n l'x~ Gromy::o state whether it is perhaps

the intention to give the all-German com..i ttee the ta.sk of discussing the

introduction of the Communist system throughout Germany?

I should not like to leave this ~eeting in any doubt that that is precisely

what we expect of an all-German committee composed on the lines of the Soviet

proposals.

(3) Perhaps Ii.x. GrOluylm will sa.y that i.'lr~ Harriman's report is incorrect.

:But he will assuredly hc..ve to confirm what the Chcirnan of the Council of I/linisters

of the USSR, 1.'.1'. Xhrushchev, said in Leipzig on 7 ll~(',rch last, namely:

that the Soviet Union was not in favour of simply any form of reunification;

that the decisive factor was on what basis Germ~~ would De reunified;

that this' was a Datter which would have to be approached mainly from the

class point of view;

that one should not hc..rbour o.ny illusions about elinin~ting the power

of the so-called workers' and farmers' State in the eastern part of Germany; and

that the Gen~an working classes should be in no hurry for re~~ification.

If this is the view held by the Soviet Government - what, then, is the

all-German committee actually to discuss? The political system of the so-called

German Democratic Republic is, under these circumsto.nces, obviously e;~cluded from

discussion, just as is any method of reunification which might jeopardize the

exi'stence of that system - for instance, free elections~ The only i:u),tter left

open to discussion, then, one may assume, is that of transition of the Federal

Republic to CO~~lli,ism. This would seem to be the meaning of the Soviet utterance

concerning the lIrapprochel!lent of the two Germo.n States"~

Does n~~ Gromyko really believe tha.t we are going to let ourselves in for

discussions of that kind?
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We have today heard a statement on the lifu~ between the peace treaty wit~

Germany and the question of the all-Gerlcln.n cotli:itteei t.hat presupposes that we

had accepted the prelilise that c peace treaty can, and indeed is to 0e, concluded

with two Germun states.

I would, however, state that it has ~)een repeated often enouGh here thnt that

premise is wholly unacceptable to the Western Powers and to the Federal Republic

of Germany. !f;r. Couve de Eurville yesterday outlined the situation very cleo.rly

when he said that this demand meunt that the Governments of France, the United

Kingdom, the United states, and the Federal Republic, were expected to give up

all their positions in regard to the German question and to accept all the positions

and proposals of the Soviet Union lock, stock und barrel~

Linking this all-Germn,n com:aittee, formed outside any clearly defined prograE1Lle

of reunification, with a short-term agreeoent on Berlin, does not improve the

proposal, but f.lerely makes it even more suspect. It confirms the assumption that

the Soviet Goverrunent is exploiting the 3erlin question for the attailTIJent of

political ends which it has been unable to achieve by means of the usual und

awnissible methods used in international relations, p~d which it will oe just as

incapable of achieving in the future: n~nely, recognition of the so-called GerDan

Democratic Republic as a State and as a Government to be placed on an equal footing

both politically and in internctional law with the Federal Republic~

It makes no difference whether one yro?oses an all-German comittee or

negotiations between twa GerDan states (as the Soviet teroinology has it) to achieve

this goal~ The result is the same~

',:{hat l'~r. Gromy~:o had to sayan this point today does not seer..l to justify whnt

Ur. Lloyd said c3ncerning a certain amount of flexibility in the attitude adopted

by the Soviet Goverrunent.

I trust that the Soviet Foreign ~..inister has g[',thered from who.t was said

yesterday on this subject that there is only one comlon view as far as the Governments

of France, the United ~ingdoD, the United States, i111d the Federal ?epublic are

concerned on the cl.l-German com,l1ittee o,ud its artificial link with a modus vivendi

for Berlin, and that it is therefore futile to maintain this demand~
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STATEMENT BY DR~ LOTHAR BOLZ, 1J.iINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
OF THE G~~N DE1illCRATIC REPUBLIC, 20 JULY 1959

t/lr ~ Chairman,

I should like to thank you for giving me un opportunity of expressing here

the view of the delegation of the German Democratic Republic, even before you have

taken the floor yourself~ I thillit I am justified in taking advantage of this

kindness, since, according to the Secretary of State of the United States of

America, the issue here is the "German question", "the German problem as n whole",

"the contacts between the two parts of Germany", that is, first and foremost a

matter concerning the Germans in which no decision is possible uithout the uermrns,

without both German States and their mutual agreement.

I have listened with due attention to the speeches made here, and first of all

I should like to express my deep regret that these decisions so impatiently awaited

by the peoples are to be postponed at the very moment when not only the questions

dealt with at this conference have been clarified, but when even ways to their·

solution are becoming apparent ~ at.a moment that offers chances for making

arrangements taking into account the legitimate. interests of all concerned~

If my memory serves me correctly the United States Secretary has said

here that the view put 'forward by him could be expected to be agreed to by the

Federal Republic~ If the question had been asked whether it could be expected

to be agreed to by the'German people asa whole, by the two German States, then
. I

this question alone would have proved the need for the establishment of an
, .

all-German comnittee - 0. committee in which the two German parties, vested with

equal rights, would make efforts towards working out an all-German position in

regard to the questions which are being discussed here. Unfortunately I gather

from the speech of the Secretary of State that the establishment of suoh an

all~German committee is still being rejected~ In compensation it was proposed

to us today to declare, as it were, that tha Geneva conference should remain

permanently in session~

The first question arising in this connexion, of course, is the question

of the motives of such a proposnl~ I should like to take the liberty to say
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quite frankly that the motives cited here seem to me to be neither sufflcien~

nor exhaustive for the actual motivation~

There was talk here of "Free" Germans as opposed to "Communist GermD.ns"~

I hope that this was not meant as a confrontation of two systems ot society

throughout the world. This confrontation has been made - if I myself may put

my words into quotation marks - "for Germany only"~ I cannot exactly accept

this terminology as being correct, but I am not going to argue whether the terms

"Free" and "Com"lunist" are antonyms or maybe synonyms, for that is another

question~ I only want to say this: if the term IIFree li Germans is understood

as meaning those who are free to continue the old policy of the spoilers of

Germany and the term lICommUJ.,ist" Germans is understood as meaning those who are

working for the construction of a new GerQany, excluding those forces which

brought about the outbreak of Yorld War I and wantonly launched World War II,

we might for the moment agree with this terminology, even though it should not

be overlooked that there are r,1illions of people in West Germany who would not

approve of that kind of "freedom ll •

It has been said here that a system was "imposed" on the people of the

German Democratic ~epublic~ I shall not embark upon a lengthy historical

argument. But all those sitting around this table are old enough to remember

how of~n from 1917 to 1941 the Soviet Union, for instance, was said to have

imposed a system upon its peoples, until these peoples, with immense sacrifices

of life and property, defended this system "imposed upon them" and in doing so,

also defended the freedom of all our peoples. Undoubtedly, the defence of an

order created by these peoples themselves and close to their hearts, played a

decisive part in the victory of the anti-Hitler coalition. The people of the

German Democratic Republic have not had to undergo a similar test, and, indeed,

certain people in West Germany would be ill-advised to provoke it~ But I should

like to point out that our people have given proof of their support for their political

cnd social order and its consolidation by rebuffing other quite dangerous provocations

and '0;)7 their extremely self-denying worl;: for i t~

3ut let us assume for one moment that everything is not as we say it is, but

that everything is exactly as presented ~y the representctives of the Federal

Re~uolic. Then the question arises all the more: why this fear of a confederation,

why this fear of an all-German committee, why so little faith in one's own strength

and the efficacy of one's own example?
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But at any rate two conditions would undoubtedly have to be observed: the

condition of complete equality of rights of all the six ~arties as well as the

condition, that this commission 1'I'ill deal exclusively with the preparation of the

peace treaty~

The WOrli of nny cOffiJission dealing with questions of the peace trea~y - whether

it is a comj"""ission of the four Pow'ers to work out a :Cour-?ower point of view,

a cOnlrilission ot the t"TO German states to worl: out the com on German point of view,

or a cor;L!ission of si=~ states, meeting somewhat later or somewhat earlier - the

work of any such com~ission must be suoject to a time-limit in any circumstances~

In the fifteenth year after the end of the war the German people have a right to

know by what time the commission must have reached a result, by what time a com~on

point of view towards a peace treaty must have been worked out~ That is one of

the reasons~

The second reason is that the establishment of a com~lssion which is to sit

for an indefinite period must not give West German militarism a free hand to

continue its rearmament indefinitely behind the shield of such a co~nission~

Furthermore, the peace treaty will include parties other than the four Powers;

and respect for these other parties, some of which have also made serious

sacrifices, and even terrible sacrifices, in blood and material possessions,

requires that they be informed at last by what time the preparations for a peace

treaty are to be concluded~ Moreover, the vital interests of these parties

themselves demand a clear tine-limit for ter~minating the present state of a£fairs~

The ?eople1s Republic of Poland, for e:.ample, is entitled to be told how long it

will be before the revanchist propaganda directed against it from ~est Germany

is terminated by a peace treaty~

The peace treaty is to bring about the solution of all problems that have

arisen owing to the war and its ending or since then, problems pending between the

victorious Powers and the two German States, wuongst them the solution of the West

Berlin proolem. For that reason also a time-limit is of the greatest practical

importance~

Finally, the fixing of a time··limit by the conference would make it impossible

for any dispute to arise regarding the duration of the co~~ission's work, once it has

been set up, and such a dispute may easily be predicted if it is not precluded in

advance by the setting of a time~limit~
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All three spe~~ers of the Western Powers have stated that a declaration about

the Geneva Foreign liinisters' conference continuing permanently would have the result

that the reunification of Germany would be dealt with here at this table~ I should

lE,e to stn.te once again as emphatically n.nd as seriously as I cen - and, let me

add, with o.n anxiety inspired by the whole course of German history; the

reunification of Germany cannot come from outside, and even less can it be imposed

from outside~ It can only be achieved from inside, from within the German people~

Only thus will it come about at allt It is only thus that it will be durable tool

The establishment of a united German state, first and foremost, is a matter for the

Ger~mn.n people themselves~

The German Democratic Republic would of course only welcome any assistance the

four Powers might give to the two German states, such as, for exn.mple, 0. recommendation

by the four Powers to both Germnn states, to set about esto.bli~hing nn all-German

comQittee on the basis of equal representation or any other all-German body~ It

would, however, be t~e exact opposite of such assistance, if there were to be any

interference with the activity of the co~~ittee, nny supervision by the four Powers

of the activity of the German body, any demand on the part of the four Powers that

the German body should report back, in other words any regimentation of the German

people and of the two German states in the question of establishing a united German

Sto.te.

If the path to reunification of the two German states, to a united peace-loving

Germo.ny is t&~en without nny third-po.rty interference n.nd with full co-opero.tion

of the German DemocratiJ'Re2Ublic on equal terms - nnd, indeed, there is no

alternative way - this will precisely meet the security requirements of all interested

ctates; beco.use the co-opero.tion on equal terms of the German Democratic Republic

would lead to the establishment of an antimilito.rist Germany which would not

constitute 0. danger for its neighbours, but an o.dditional guarantee of their security~

In connexion with the proposal' of the Western Powers, mention has been made

today of "extending and developing contacts between the two parts of Germo.ny"~ As

this is a very important question, it is essential to be very clear about what we

mean by contacts~ Permit me to sto.te clearly and emphatically: we understand this

term to mean such contacts as are essential for the ro.11prochenwnt of the two German

Sto.tes, nnd not merely meo.sures to embellish the surfo.ce, but neGotiations of the

two Governments on steps to be taken with a view to the fundamental improvement of

the relations between the two German states. Thus, what we have in mind is not
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simply negotiations on tram-lines and telephone connexions, although these things,

certainly, are not at all unimportant, but, for example, agreements to be reached

by the two German Govermnents on the renunciation of the threat of force and the

use of force in the relations between the two German States and similar fundamental

measures that would promote the rapprochement of the two German States~ W'.aile

West Germany refuses to negotiate, on such matters as the renunciation of force,

any talks on tram-lines and telephone connaxions would be futile; they would serve

only to veil and facilitate machinations directed against us~ If West Germany

were to agree to genuine contacts, the settlement of technical and organizational

matters would follow naturally.

Even today there exist considerable contacts between the two German States;

and it is on the initiative of the German Democratic l~public that they are being

maintained and extended. I am referring to inter-German trade, to postal and

railway services.

Contacts conducive to the rapprochement of the two German States can be

established and extended by the two German States only. No other State and no

combination of other States can relieve them of this responsibility.

To place e;tisting contacts under foreign supervision would mean to take a

decisive step backwards and to re-establish the occupation regime for the whole of

Germn.ny~

All-German negotiations are - I thilU: I have made this clear - a historical

necessity. They are unavoidable~ And because this is so, all-German negotiations

will t~~e place and an all-Gennan body will come into being;

I thi~~ we ought to bear in mind that the conference must continue to look for

a road along which progress can be made, that we have no right to mark time, that,

while the peoples are eagerly awaiting the decisions of this conference, we have

no right to present them with a conference continuing permanently instead of with

decisions, to offer them stones instead of bread~ Time is ripe for decisions~

They can be tnl-;.en~ That is my firm conviction; And they have to be to.ken~ I

would express the hope, and even the certainty, that they will yet be taken by this

conference in ll.greement with and taking into full consideration the legitimate

interests of all concerned in them~
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STATEi,:ENT BY :m.~ LQTHA...1. BJLZ, iJJ:NISTZR. CF FCREIGN AFFAL::'S
OF Trr~ G~AN D&aOCRJ~TIC aEFUBLIC, 23 JULY i959

!vlr. ChairmCIl,

The delegation of the German Jemocratic Republic is thoroughly convinced

that: a policy which rejects negotiations between the two German states cannot

succeed in the long run~ Qne cannot exyect the people of the German Democratic

aepublic, the peo~le of the German Federal Republic as well as the other peoples

interested in the questions with which we are dealing, to understand the fact of

the delegations of both German states being in this room, participating in this

conference on ~L equal footing, and taking the floor at this conference, yet not

talking to each other~ Such a policy, indeed, is in line with the intention and

the interests of the Adenauer Government, but in no way with the as~irations of

the German people~

Yfuat is being adduced to motivate this policy? Jonn says that an all-German

comT.ittee would deepen the partition of Germany. The argmnent that negotiations

could deepen the partition is a contradiction in itself~ What other neans C~L

there be for overcoming a partition apart from negotiations? ~7e see none~ Bonn

does not wr~t negotiations~ It needs tensions ~~d their aggravation, in order

eventually to resort to force ~ tfe want to avert ~)y all means any sllOo-ting in

Germany, and to help ensure by all means that there is no shooting throughout Europe~

There is only one means to achieve this: negotiations~ It is necessary to reach

agreements which would not be imposed upon any side and would t~~0 into account

the legitimate interests of all concerned~ We have taken the convening of the

present Geneva Foreign l:iinisters' l::eeting as implying the recognition of this

principle.

We are told that negotiations between two parties with different systems of society

would be useless~ Firstly, it is precisely the partition of Germany into two States

with different systems of society that has necessitated such negotiations~ Secondly,

nobody denies the difficulty of such negotiations~ But even if they do not lead

to unity at onc~, they will lead to a detente in Ge=mfuLy, and even this would 00 a
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great advance ~~ the road towards the consolidation of European peace~ It would be

an important pi~neering effort towards reunification; International practice

proves every day that states with different systems of society can successfully

negotiate with each other~ And it is this conviction, I thini, that has led the

four Powers to Geneva.

It is being argued that negotiations between the tWG German states on an equal

fo~ting could result only in imposing commu..,ism upon West Germany~ Apart from the

fact that the Goverl1r.lent of the German Democratic Republic does not pursue such a

foolish policy and has never advocated i~how could such a result ce the outcome of

negotiations on an equal footing? Both German states would have equal representation,

neither of them could impose its will upon the other~ And, besides, would an

all-German com~ittee even have the power to do so? Conversely: how could

reunification without coercion be achieved at all e::cept by negotiations on the basis

of parity? The view put forward by Bonn, t~,en to its logical conclusion, would

unleash a new world war by attempting to force upon the German Democratic ~epub1ic

the militarist and revanchist Bonn regime~ Those who are opposed to negotiations

being tried, are against re~,ification and against the right of the German people to

have a say in bringing about a peace treaty~

The ar~aent which we have heard time and again t~ the effect that recocrnition

of the German Jemocratic Republic through negotiations between the two German States

is out of the question, does not become either more convincing or more attractive

by being constantly repeated~ We can only say once more: there is no longer

anything left to prevent; the German Democratic Republic has been recognized. We

do not demand recognition by foreign States which do not want to recognize us.

Recognition by these states will come anyway.

Today it has been thought necessary to supplement the reasons given ear1ier~

~r~ Selwyn Lloyd, the Forei~l Secretary of the United ~ingdom, has prefaced a

section of his speech by saying that he meant no discourtesy to al~body, only to

follow it up by addressing a completely unfounded remar~ that is incompatible with

the actual facts to the GovermJent which I have the honour of representing here.

This rem~rk cam10t be left uncontradicted. I reject it emphatically; If a

question dealing with facts were to be discussed here and the answer to which

would serve the solution of the questions facing us, it would certainly be this:

which of the two German states is guided in its policy by the interests of the
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German people, and which offends against them? The German Democratic Republic

need not fear the answer to this question. The answer would be unambiguously in

favour of the German Democratic Republic and against the present Government of the

Federal Republic. This cannot be otherwise, if only because the Western Powers in

dealing with the Federal Republic have reserved to themselves the right of taking

all decisions on matters pertaining to all-German affairs. The German Democratic

Republic is not subject to any such restrictions at all, and we would like to hear at

this table whether the Western Powers are prepared to renounce their privileges with

regard to West Germany.

Furthermore, mention has also been made of the subjeot of elections. If it is

true that the present Federal Government's idea of free eleotions does not coincide

with ours, then it is equally true that our idea does not correspond to that of the

present Federal Government. It would appear to me to be futile to argue about this

~ere and now. But I would wish to remark that, looking baok, e.g. from the point

of view of an historian and a German historian in particular, it would be interesting

to ask two questions and to answer them. The first question: what would Germany

look like today if, on the territory of the present Federal Republic, the results

of elections and plebiscites as well as deoision of the people's representatives,

as far as they concerned sooialization, had not been suspended by the Western

Occupation Powers? And the second question: what would Gerr.lany look like today if

those many, many proposals on the holding of free, direct, and equal all-German

elections had been accepted which the Government of the German Democratic Republic

untiringly submitted to the Federal Republic before the latter joined NATO and

introduced conscription?

One thing is Itnown to everybody sitting at this table: the peaceful reunification

of Germany and West German rearmament are mutually irreconoilable. But in return

for permission to rearm, West Gerlliany is only too willing to renounce peaceful

reunification. It is precisely becausG the German Democratic Republic stands for

peaceful reunification that she raises her voice and states emphatically: the

attempt of a rearmed West Germany to conquer the German Democratic Republic is

futile. It cannot and will never succeed. But it may destroy peace for all peoples,

those represented at this conference as well as those not represented here. This

precisely is its object; for, the revanchist policy of Bonn is directed also against

the Polish People's ~epublic and against the Czechoslovak ~epublic, and even no less
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menaoingly - that is our firm conviction - against the other neighbours of the

Federal Republic. Is it not significant that at yesterday's press conference at

the White House the question was asl~ed - I rely on a report of the 'Daily Express' 

what were the guarantees that a rearmed Germany would not turn against the West, as

she has done twice within the lifetime of one generation. There is only one

possible way out: to put an end in good time - and that means at onoe - to any

possibility of such an attempt ever being made, whether it be directed against the

West or the East.

We, namely, the delegation of the German Democratic Republic and the delegation

of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, have shown ways to achieve this end;

first, ways that would remove the menace fully and immediately, and subsequently - in

order to meet the reluctant attitude of the other side - ways that at least would

reduce the danger and would open up possibilities for a complete solution, in the

future, of the question we are facing.

We continue to hold the view that there is no reason to oonsider our past work

fruitless; we believe that around this table we might yet arrive at a solution that

will do justice to our historic tasks and take account of the legitimate interests

of all concerned •

. I thank you, Er. Chairman.
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STAT~'1.IENT 1rADE BY .AMBASSADOR GREWE
ON 5 AUGUST 1959

ilir ~ Chairman,

The Federal Govermnent regrets that the second phase of this conference

should be drawing to a clvsa without having pr0duced any positive result~ The

task assigned to this conference is precisely the SMle now as it was whon the

conference Jpened. It wns clearly outlined in the prerunble to the Western Peace

Plan of 14 liny, in which ·it is rightly stated that the German problem urgently

calls for n. solution which would lend step by step to the reunification of Germany

and to security in Europe~

This statement must today once agn.in be called to Qind, since the Eerlin problem

itself can find a definitive and satisfactory solution only within the fr~lework

of an overall solution to the German problem~ The negotiations conducted during

these recent weeks have frequently confirmed this view.

During the second phasQ of this conference, both questions have been reverted

to: the German question as a whole and the Berlin question~

In the light of the first phase, one could not hope for any more than limited,

partial results in either question: it appeared very improbable that there would

be any rapprochement in the questions of "Reunification" and "Pence Treaty"~ It

seemed just as improbnole that any fund&ilentally new solution to the Berlin problem

would be found~

However, the hope did seem justified that at least a procedural s0lution would

be reached in the question of German unity, that is to say, that there would be

agreement to establish a four Power body which would continue working to find a

solution to the German problem; nnd that in the Berlin question, at least an

interim solution would be achieved which would give the pe~ple of Berlin a state of

calm and stability - even though on the basis of a highly unsatisfactory status guo.

Conscious of its task to contri0ute in an advisory function to the achievement

of such results, the delegntion of the Federal Republic has done its best, so far

as the possi0ilities nvn.ilable to it nllowed, to do justice to thnt task~
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It is not worth while going into detail on the unjustified reproaches and

unobjective a"tacks made on the activities of this delegation. They come from a

quarter which by its own behaviour has done everything except to facilitate the

success of the Geneva negotiations.

All who have been endeavouring to ensure - at least a modest measure of 

success fur this conference now see that their efforts have been fruitless and that

their hopes have been disappointed.

All the same, we are convinced that the way t~~en by this conference was the

right one: talks~ and the endeavour to settle matters of controversy by an adjustment

of interests, by mutual concessions, and by contractual agreement.

The long weeks of fruitless negotiation here in Geneva have not deprived us of

that conviction. We therefore welcome the fact that the four Foreign Ministers have

envisaged a resumption of their talks.

But even a new conference will be able to bear fruit only if neither side

expects the other to waive matters of principle affecting vital interests or legal

and moral obligations.

The Foreign Ministers of France, the United Kingdom and the United States, have

made it clear often enough during recent weeks where the limit, dictated by such

points of view, to their willingness to negotiate lies. They have pointed out - and

we know that their words are taken seriously by the unprejudioed - that they are not,

with regard to the question of German unity, concerned with spheres of interest or

advantages in power politics, but with the establishment of a just and lasting peace,

which can be set up only on the basis of the right of self-determination of the

German people in regard to its political unity, its international position and its

own national and social constitution; furthermore, that they are not concerned, in

regard to the Berlin question, with the artificial retention of occupation privileges,

but with the fate of more than 2 million people whose liberty in the present

situation rests upon the presence of the Western forces and upon the maintenance

of Western rights and responsibilities in Berlin.

Anybody acquainted with the present situation in Berlin also knows that the

continued stationing of ~estern forces in Berlin is not only a right of the Powers

concerned, but also a responsibility, and the entire German people appreciates with

gratitude their determination to continue to bea~ that responsibility.
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The Federal G0vernLlent, in the knowledge of its own responsi7Jility t:>wards Berlin,

will support those P~wers with every means at its disposal~ That also applies to the

eff'Jrts to find some reasonable modus vivendi with the Swiet Uni;)n in the Berlin

question~ We fully appreciate that the Soviet Govarru~ent by having its F0reign

i'~inister conduct negotiations in Geneva on the Berlin question fJr alnost 10 weeks

has entered iJl1 0. path other than that which it to,k last November~ We have not yet

lost h:>pe that these weeks have, after all, not been spent quite in vain, and that

they have, after all, perhaps paved the way to agreement at a later date~

I cannot express that hope without adding a word about the thoughts and feelings

with which the German people have followed these negotiations - painfully aware that

an interim agreement would be a good thing far Berlin, in so far as it would avert

fresh wrongs and new misfortunes for ~illions of Germans; that it WJuld, however,

cvntribute little or nothing towards removing the injustice that has existed for

years in the form of the political partition of Germany~

The more immediate goal, namely to stabilize the situation in 3erlin and tJ

pratect it from shocks, must not be allowed to overshadow the largar problem' which

must be solved if Europe is to be set at ease, rendering possible free decisidn by

the German people on the question of its national unity and bringing about a peace

treaty freely negotiated by a g~vernment duly empowered ~y the entire German people,

a treaty which would clarify Germany's relations with her Eastern neighbours and

which would create the prerequisites for peaceful and trusting go,cL-neighb,)Urly

relations~

This conference ~pened prvmisingly'for the all-German questiolll the Western Peac~

Plan of 14 i:iay provided it with 0. concrete and c.mstructivo basis for negotiations.

The prospects of peace, disarMament, and the relcxation of tension, would impr0ve

forthwith if the Soviet Gover~lent would give up its policy of dividing Germnny which

mec,us nothing more than reversion to the dismemaerment policy of the last few years

uf the war and which cannot possibly lead to nny gOJd end, and enter into serious

negotiations on this Pence Plan~ Nobo~ is asking the Soviet Government to sacrifice

legitimate interests~ But it is not 0. legitimate interest of the Soviet Union t·)

deny the German people for all time the elementary right of political self-deternin

ati.:m in free electi.ms. Anybody declining to accept the principle that free

elections are the only means of ascertaining the will of the German people is denying

the mest elementary principle of dem0oracy~ ~nyone refusing to allow free&ectivns

is afraid of what might ceme out of them.
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I can understand such elections being feared by a regime which has just

delivered proof, in it~ official census statistios, that the population of

the territory it governs has declined by nearly 100,000 (to be preoise

98,963) within a year, and that the decline in population since October' 1949.

has been 1,076,465. It seems to me that there is no exagaeration in what an

unprejudiced non-German observer recently wrote in connexion with such figures,

namely, that these losses in population due to migration constitute a unique

phenomenon unpreoedented in modern history and unparalleled in the world today.

Thus the pro~aeandists both in and from East Berlin are either in error

or being deliberately misleadinG w~en they foster the impression that the

so-called German Democratic ~e]ublio is a healthy and flourishing community

which will one day automatically bo accorded international recognition in view

of the fact that time is on its side. The contrary is true. h decline in the

population in these ?roportions will, in the lone run, have the most

detrulental consequences for the economic and social structure of Central

Germany.

It would seen to me to serve quite a useful purpose if -the "Statistics

imnuo.l for 1958" issued by the so-oalled German Democratic :lo:?ublic were

subjected to a thorough study in V~scow before t~e Soviet Union irrevooably

stakes everything on the SED and refers us to 0. way that oan never lead to

reunifioation but merely to the pg~etuation of the GenJa.n partition.

The all-German oommittoe proposed here by ~r. Gromy~owas not only a blind

alley, in which the question of reunification would h~ve bogeed down; in

that committoe, reunification would have been buried forever.

Tho Federal Government would be acting contro.ry to its better judgment and

would at the saUle t~c be neglecting its duties towards t~e entire Ger~o.n people

if it too:: nny hand in a pseudo-solution of this kind. It cannot and will not

do so either now or in future.

In our opin10n, so far as it is a matter of making procedural and

orcanizat!onal preparatory arrangcDcnts for thorough disoussion and a araducl

solution of the Germcn question, the pro::?osal ~ut forward by .the three ~iestern

Powers on 20 July offered a very ?ro?itious idea for discussion, and ono equal

to t:1C J.:.o.s~: in hand: the idea t:'u~t this conference be pen:mnently continued
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at an appropriate level. Other post-war problems, too, have proved susceptible

of solution only after long negotiation, which ofton appeared hopeless.

The question of German unity is worthy of the same 8~G10unt of patience,

since tho answer to it decides not only Germany's future; it is also of the

groatest importance to :~rope and to the maintenance of world peace.

~c trust that tho Foreign Uinisters, when they meet aaain, will roach

agreement along these lines, and so talce the first step towards solving those

problems in regard to which relaxation of tension and agreement are so uracntly

called for.
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STATEtill:NT BY DR. LOTHAR BOLZ, 1UNISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
OF THE GERMAN DEltIOCRATIC REPUELIC, 5 AUGUST 1959

Air. Chairman,

When the Foreign Ministers met here at Geneva, on 11 May 1959, they did so in

response to the sumnons of the peoples to solve international disputes by negotiation.

One is fully justified in stating that the 1959 Geneva Foreign Ministers' conference

marks the initiation of a new effort in the spher~ of international relations in the

post-war period, the beginning of a new era of negotiations for settling all

international disputes~

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

Ua. Gromyko, has just reminded us of some important facts.

It is not by chanoe that the Geneva Foreign Ministers' conference was preceded

by the visit to the United States of the First Vice Chairman of the Council of Ministers

of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Anastas Mikoyan; it is not by chance that

later, the visits took place of Mr~ Frol Koslov, First Vice Chairman of the Council of

Ministers of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, to the United States, and of

1a. Richard Nixon, Vice-President of the United States of /unerica, to the Soviet Union;

and it certainly is a matter for deep satisfaction to all peace-loving men that, on

3 hUgust, invitations to the Soviet Premier Mr~ Khrushchev to visit the United States

and to the United States President Eisenhower to visit the Soviet Union were extended

and accepted~ Public opinion allover the world is agreed that these neetings must

culminate in 0. first summit conference which would lead to the principles of peaceful

co-existence becoming the basis of the mutual relations of nations and, in the further

course of international meetings, to their bein~ applied to all intern~tional questions

in dispute~

The longings of the peoples and, above.all, of the peoples represented at this

table - and amongst them in particular the German people - have been and still are

directed towards the elimination of the most serious hotbeds of danger which increase

tension between the Powers and threaten the peace of the nations~ That is why we have

raised our voice against the endangering of peace by the resurrection and accelerated

rearm~ent of West, German militarism and by the' maintenance of the occupation regine

in West Berlin~ The prerequisites for the solution of these questions were provided

by the numerous proposals of the delegation of the German Democratic Republic and the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, which took into account the legitimate interests

of all concerned.
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Of special importance to the work of the eonference was the fact of the

participation of German re2resentatives since the very first d~. By inviting them

the Western Powers have at l~st admitted that the consideration and solution of

questions concerning Germany is impossible without the two German States. If, in

spite of the efforts of the d~legations of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

and the German Democratio Re?ublic, this conference has not yet reached the decisions

whieh the German people were entitled to expeot, this was mainly due to two reasonSl

First, the Western Powers themselves were not yet prepared to draw the

conclusions implied by their own behaviour. Once the two German States participate

in the Geneva conference, it is also clear that a peace treaty can and must be

concluded with both German States. nere at Geneva, the lie stern l'owers still oonsid-

ered it possible to oppose this inalienable right of the German people. They are

closing their eyes to the facts as well as to the legal position, and thus they are

themselves barring an easy and obvious way towards the relaxation of tensions in the

heart of 1!.urope.

Second, the way in which the two German States behaved towards the Geneva

Foreign dinisters' conference and the questions with which it was concerned, showed

the whole difference of their political objectives and of their politioal methods.

While the delegation of the German Democratic Republic, either alone or in

co-operation with the delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

submitted a whole series of proposals and was trying at all times to make the

conference successful and to look for decisions that would take a8count of the

legitimate interests of all concerned, the present Government of the Federal aepublic

proved to the principal trouble-monger of the negotiations and the main hindrance to

a positive result.

I would recall our statements to the effect that we would greatly welcome the

setting up of a commission of the four Powers to work out a common attitude on the

peace treaty with Germany; at the same time we proposed that a commission of the two

German States be formed, in order to work out a common German attitude with regard

to the peace treaty; both commissions, in our opinion, could closely co-operate with

each other. Our proposal was based on the assumption that the peace treaty with

Germany can come about only through negotiations between the representatives of those

nations which fought against Ritlerite Germany on the one hand, and the represent&tives

of both German States on the other hand. This proposal also did not meet with the
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attention it deserved on the part of the Western Powers. The division of Germany

which was brought about by the forces of German imperialism with foreign aid is used

as a pretext for refusing the treaty. Any argument to the effect that a peace treaty

could not be concluded in the absenoe of an all-German government if it were not a

mere pretext - certainly would have to be accompanied by efforts to promote a

rapprochement and co-operation of the two German states. But whenever this natural

desire of the German people is referred to by the representatives of the German

Democratic Republic, the Bonn Government appears on the scene and rejects negotiations

between the two German States.

The political objectives and methods of the present Bonn Government have

transpired quite plainly in connexion with one question which - while it does not

come within the competence of the Geneva Foreign Ministers' conference or, for that

matter, within the jurisdiction of the four Powers at all - nevertheless has played

a considerable role here at Geneva because a start towards settling it would have

been of great importance for the work of the conference. History demands negotiations

between the two German States, efforts towards the· conclusion of a pact renounoing

the threat of force as well as the application of force in their mutual relations,

and first steps towards German reunification by means of a rapprochement of the two

German States. This historic necessity has, especially at the time of the Geneva

conference, occupied the minds of the whole world, and of the German people in

particular. The Federal Government, by all sorts of tricks, hopes to be able to

e~cape from it. Dr. Grewe also had recourse to such a trick today and for these

transparent reasons expatiated on the subject of the migration of the population

between the two German States. Hitler's criminal war and its consequences have led

in many cases to changes af residence, which have had effects in regard to the State

with the larger population. We do not deny that in past years citizens of our

Republic have migr~ted to West Germany in the hope of finding economic advantages

there, just as hundreds of thousands of citizens of the Federal Republic emigrate

abroad for the s~e reasons. Today the number of migrations to West Germany is

constantly falling, while the number of migrants from West Germ~ to the German

Democratic Republic is constantly increasing. As regards the recruitment of

technicians from the German Democratic Republic, which is being carried on system

atically both with promises and threats, I will confine myself to referring to the

material published on this subject. I must however emphasize the following in the

strongest manner: undoubtedly there are also people who leave the German Democratic
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Republic for political reasons. That is understandable, if one takes into consider

ation that an imperialistic policy was pursued in Germany for 60 years and that the

German people were exposed to the influence of the National Soeialist ideology for

twelve years. Germans who are still living in this past are more sympathetically

disposed towards the policy of the Federal Government than towards ours. The vital

point, the new aspect of the development in Germany, however, consists undoubtedly

in the fact that in the German Democratic Republic there are 17t million people and

in the whole of Germany far more than 17t million people, who have drawn the lessons

from German history, have abandoned the imperialistic policy of revanche and are

actively supporting the policy of peace ~~d international understanding pursued by

the German Democratic Republic. The fact that incorrigible opponents of this polioy

desert our State shows thay have given up hoping for a change in the social order and

peace policy of this State.

The statements made by Dr. Grewe have led to a discussion, which he would have

done better not to have brought about. Let us not be diverted thereby from the main

question.

Nobody in the world can deny: whoever wishes to solve the German question other

than by force, must negotiate. Our offers are quite olear and unambiguous. We have

proposed the setting up of an all-German committee. This all-German committee is to

deal with questions that are connected with the preparation and conclusion of a peace

treaty with Germany; it is to discuss and work out concrete measures for the

reunification of Germany; and it is to contribute to the extension and development

of contacts between the two German States. The all-German committee must be

composed of equal numbers so that none of the parties can impose a decision on the

other, but that each side may be able to submit proposals with a chance of success.

The formation of a committee like this would enable the German people to confer on

their vital problems within an all-German body, to prepare the way for their gradual

solution, and thus clear the road for the future united Germany. No honest German

would stand to lose, if such a committee was established, but the German nation as

a whole would gain a great deal. Thus, it would, among other things, have the

opportunity of acting in unison with regard to its international relations and - this

would be a major concern of the representatives of the German Democratic Republic 

of contributing to the peaceful co-existence of the nations. The other European

nations, also, could convince themselves that - once an all-German oommittee was at

.work - a decisive step was being token to solve such an important problem as the

German one; and they all of them would at last feel relieved of the oppressive danger

that West German militarism and revanchism may once again resort to force and throw

the German people as well as all European nations into a new world war.
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The reunification of Germany is primarily a matter for t~le German people

themselves. In the first place, it is the two German states who bear responsi

bility for reunification. In this, the four great Powers should renQer assistance

to both German states. That is the meaning of our proposal that the four great

Powers should recommend both German states to establish an all-German committee.

Moreover, by menns 0= an all-G8rman committee, it would also be possible to

create the conditions for the establishment of an all-German body that could

serve as contracting party to the peace treaty.

The policy of the present Bonn Government may oppose these proposals as

stubbornly as ever. In this, it may still find ready support among certain

Western circles. And it may be that this does ever so much harm to the objects

and ta~:s of the Geneva Foreign Ministers' conference. We are unsh&~eably

convinced that the historic necessity of negotiations between both German states

will prevail. Such negotiations are in the interests o~ the German people and

of all the nations of 2urope.

The significance of the Geneva Foreign Ministers l conference lies precisely

in the fact that all these questions were raised and discussed in detail, that

the ways to tneir solution were shown and that the objections to their solution

were refuted before the eyes of the peoples.

It has became clear to the whole ~rorld that a final line must be drawn under

World \1~r II ::md tho;'", at the same time, a barrier mu'st be erected against a new

world war. This has to be effected by means of the peace treaty with Germany.

All sides participating in this conference could not but recognize the right of

the German people to a peace treaty. The Germa~ people c~not be refused tne

peace treaty in the long run.

At the Geneva conference it has become obvious that the occupaticn regime in

West Berlin cannot be maintained. A fundrumental solution to t~e problem would be

the conversion of W'est Berlin into 0. demilitarized Free tity. This proposal, we

are firmly co~vinced, is the most suitable one, taking due o.ccount of the

legitimate interests of 2.11 concerned and, above 0.11, of the West Berlin popula

tion. The agreement on a provisional statu3 for West Berlin would] of course, not

amount to an all-embracing solution of the West Berlin problem. In spite of that,

we have made ,fforts to reach agreement on a provisional status for West Berlin,

in order to lessen the tensions which at present are h8J1ging over t:.;.e TTest Berlin
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?opulation, and to cive to the popul~tion of t~e German Democraiic Re~ublic

security against the d~ngerous develoyment in West Berlin. ~he population of the

German Democratic Republic, which is continuously eA~osed to the subversive

activities emanating from West Berlin and which has to pay for them with material

and even buman sacrifices, demands emphatically that the hotbed of tension in

West Berlin be finally eliminated. Accordingly, we have supported at this

conference all efforts towards agreement and we have repeatedly made far-reaching

oonoessions. We hold the view that, in the fifteenth year after the end of the

war, it is o.n anachronism to tallc about the legal grounds of tile occup~tion regime

in West Berlin. Nevertheless, we did not object to the presence of to~~en forces

of the Western Powers numbering 3-4,000 men, symbolizing the provisional mainten

ance of certain Western occupation rights and the responsibility of the Western

Powers for the situation in West Berlin, or to the duration of this provisional

status for West Berlin being extended to 18 months. moreover, we declared our

readiness to raise no demand for a change in ihe present arrangement, relating to

its communications with the outer world, during the term of validity of the

provisional status of ~Test TIerlin. 7e were ready to confir~m that we would have

no cause to toJ:~e defensive action ag~inst ;Test Berlin, if ·l>:l6 'Jest TIer-lia terri

tory were no longer used for hostile propaganda against the German Democratic

Republic, for subversive and sabotage activities and interference with the

internal affairs of our ~epublic. The Western Powers understand very well that

the occupation regime in West Berlin cannot be perpetuated, but they still refuse

to draw the conclusions from this understanding. But this precisely would be in

the interests both of the German people and the other European )eoples.

Peace-loving Germans cannot watch the dangerous activities of Germ~ mili

tarists without taking any action. The extent to which this danger has grown,

was illustrated during the Geneva Foreign Ministers' conference by the fact,

among other things, tha~ West Germany was allowed to produce guided weapons.

This fact has caused the former Iidnister of Defence of the United Kingdom,

Mr. Shinwoll, to put a well devised question in the House of Commons: "How much

time will pass, before the Supreme Commander will recommend to us to allow the

Federal Government to produce nuclear weapons?" (retranslated). Unless it is

brought home, unmist~Lably and in time, to the German militarists that the

temporary absence of an agreement on the conclusion of a peace treaty with
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Germany and on the eliminatio~ of the hotbed of danger in ~7est Berlin doos not

me~~ th~t they a~e given a frGe ha~d to continue and even to intensify their

provocc.tions, the GerI<l::m !hmocratic J.epublic will be bound to "'val:e account of the

situation ~nd to ensure the security of the peaceful constructive work of its

population.

The continued e;dstence of the hotbeds of tension o~ ':rcs-~ :3erlin and 7est

Germany in tae centre of JUrope imposes upon the peoples end covernmen~s the

obligc.tion to advoca'~e with all t:le 20vrer at tlleir disposal a relaxation of

tension t:1Xou6h the removal of tcese ~otbeds.

It ~as become clc~r at Geneva that historic necessities c~nnot be side-

step~eQi t~~i today one ~lay inde0d ~revent the solution of the most urgent

historic 'bas~:s at the 0;:2ense of peace, securi-by, end tranqu:~.~~lity of the

nations; but thct as ea=ly as tomorrow one will no longer be able to sidestep

their solution.

At this conference, all participants h~ve expounded their positions, and in

a number of questions the positions have come closer to eecn other. These frrollt

discussions have been useful and constitute a~ important prerequisite for

achievine ~~reooent c.t later negotiations. Therofore we nre leaving here today

,'li th the cOl1vic-l:.ion that we h[',7e done a nece:::sary-pi.ece of wod: in the service of

our peol"1e, which will bear its fruits and will help towara.-s" reaching an early

solution of those ~uestions which could not be solved here. That is whnt we

expect from t:1e cont:'nua:('ion of our negotiations, once the VTorI: of -t.he conference

is resumed, and also from negotiations on a higher level.

I thmL:::: you, !'/b:'. Chairman.
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A."'i.RANGmt.ENTS FOR TEd: OPENING SESSION OF TH3 MEETING OF FO~mIGN !vIINISTERS

PALAIS DES NATIONS, GENEVA, 1959

1. The first meeting will be held on Monday, 11 may, at 18.00 hours in the

Council Chamber, Palais des Nations.

2. The Ministers should arrive at Door 4 between 17.45 and 17.50 hours where

they will be met by the Director of the Secretariat and by the four members of

the ClJadripartite liaison group.

3. At 18.00 hours the Ministers will be received in the French Salon by the

Secretary-General. The Ministers and the Secretary-General will then enter the

meeting room and take their seats at the table. The Seoretary-General will be

at the right of Mr. Selwyn Lloyd, the Chairman of the day.

4. The room will be equipped with floodlights, which will be turned on for

five minutes, during which time photographs may be taken. The photographers

will be confined to the public gallery and will not be allowed to bring into

the room flash equi~ment. The floodlights will be extinguished at the end of

the five minutes.

5. The Chairman will recognize the Secretary-General.

6. The Chairman will acknowledge the Secretary-General's speech on behalf of

the delegations present.

7. The Secretary-General will then withdraw.

8. The second period of five minutes will be allowed for photography, at the

end of which time the photographers will withdraw.

9. The Chairman of the day will formally declare the meeting open.
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ORIGINAL: ENGLISH-
FRENCH
RUSSIAN

MEiYlO:aANDtLYl OF UNDERSTANDING

CONCERNING FINANCES OF THE M~~ING OF FOREIGN MINISTR1S,

PALAIS DES NATIONS, 1959

Geneva, 18 day 1959

In a letter dated 24 April 1959, the Secretary of State of the United States

of America, on behalf of the Governments of the United States, France, the United

Kingdom and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, expressed appreciation of the

Secretary-GeneralIs willingness to make available facilities in the ?alais des

Nations for the Meetin~ of Foreign ~inisters beginning on 11 kay, 1959. The four

Governments expressed the hope that, in addition to providing these facilities, the

Secretary-General would be prepared to constitute a secretariat to furnish the

essential services for the meeting. These services would include interpreters,

translators, such quadripartite ,documentation as is agreed upon by the :participants,

security of the premises, press services and other general administrative services

required in maintaining the meeting rooms and offices and in supporting the

secretariat.

On consideration of the foregoing, the 'following arrangements are agreed

between the Representatives of the Foreign Ministers of the United States of

America, France, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the Director of the European Offi~e of the

United Nationsl-
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(I) The United Hations will mal-te available without charge for the Heeting

of Foreign iflinisters staff , facilities and accommodation in all cases where no

ex~ra charge to the Cr&anization is involved.

(2) All common extra costs will be charged to the ~Ceeting. The conditions

under whi~h these costs will be reimbursed to the United Nations will be agreed

between the l~eeting and the United Nations. In the absence of such an agreement,

the signatory Governments underta~e to reimburse these costs to the United Nations

on an equal basis.

(3) To this effect, a special account will be opened, where all such extra

common conference casts will be charged, i.e.:

(a) All costs incurred by the United Nations as a result of the

holding of the l~eeting in the Palais des Nations (hiring of extra

premises, removal costs, etc.)

(b) All expenses relating to the provision of such staff, supplies

and facilities as cannot be made available from the establishment and

budget of the United Nations.

(4) All ccsts charged to the special account will be approved by the Director

of the Secretariat. The United Nations will furnish original budget estimates and

statements of any supplementary expenses which it may become necessary to incur

Quring the ccurse of the Meeting.

(5) Requests for supplies and services to be furnished by the United Nations

to anyone particular ?articipating Government will be recorded in a separate

account opened in the name of the requesting Government. Each of these direct

expenditures will be supported by a form called "Authorization for incurring

obligatio~s and expenditures on behalf of •••••••••••••••• Government". These

forDs will bear the signature of the appropriate representative.
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(6) At the close of the Meeting statements will be issued to each of the

Gover~~ents concerned which will show its share of the common conference costs

together with any services rendered on the direct request of that Government.

Director of the European Office of
the United Nations, representing
the Secretary-General of the United
Nations:

P. P. SPINELLI

On behalf of the Governments of:

United States of America:

William M. GIBSON

.F'rance:

Pierre de ~~~HON

United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland:

P. A. WILKINSON

Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics:

V. N. BE1TDRYCHZV
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From the courtyard of the }alais - for the arrival of delegations

and their entry into tho 2a.l~if: th.rouGh Daor 4 (f,'reen, grey and

orange cards)

NOTE FC]. CORil.ESPONDENT3 ON l;.;:ulfJ-JGZl:,fu""'NTS FOa THE OP~ING

OF THE w~~TniG OF FO~~IGN fuINIST~S

1. Correspondents holding a('crecl.i·~ation cards may observe proceedings at the

opening of the Meeting of ForeiGn ~inisterz from either one of the following two

places:

1)

or

2) From the Gallery of tbe Coun0il Ch&uber (orange cards only)

2. Having once stationed himself at ona of these two ~laces a correspondent

will be unable tc ?roceed thereafter to the other point. Correspondonts may

bring with them portable (hand) e~uidment. No tripods will be allowed. Cameras

must not be loaded until aft<lr tl:e security che.:!~~ (see be10'" ).

). Cou!'tyard - f'.2.~_~l~~_-",,:!:"rivc):.~! de!e..!iations.

J..t a time to be announced in ac",-yance at the 1.;o.ison de 10. Fresse,

correspondents will enter the ?alais by D~or 2 (Conciereerie) and will proceed

by the ground floor hallway to D~or 5 W:~28re a security check will be made. They

will then be conducted out in~o the courtyard opposite Door 4. They will not be

able to proceed thereafter from i.he courtyard into the Falo.is.

4.

Only worl~~~]:10~9grC!J2.!ler~o~~';~"_~~'!'~!!:Pc2P_P:o)di,~~~geca.rds will be

admitted to the Galler.~~-.-!!?-~__q,o_tmc}1.s.~~,1:l"~!2.' No tripods will be allo,.,ad.

At a time to be announced in cdvance at the fuaison de la Fresse,

correspondents will enter the Pcl~is by Door 2 (Conciergerie) and will proceed
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by the ground floo~ hallwa.y to the Press ~oom near Door 7 where a security check

will be made. They will then be conducted to the Gallery of the Council Chamber

where they may ta.~e photo~raphs during five minutes before the openin5 of the

meeting and shortly thereafter during a five minute recess. The following

conditions will a?ply:

a) hbencies are requested to assi&n not more than 2 persons for coverage

from the Gallery:

b) The use of flash equipment will not be permitted:

c) Photographers and cameramen will stop all activity when the flood

lights are turned off after the first five minutes. They may resume

their photographing and filming when the floodlights are turned on

again during the brief recess after which they will immediately leave

the gallery.

d) Since thJaveilable working space is limited, the maximum co-operation

and goodwill of all concerned will be necessary.

5. Failure to observe the indications set out above may result in the

withdrawal of a correspondent's accreditation card.

6. iffiy modifications or additions to these crrangements will be announced at

the Maison de Ia ~resse.
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FACILITIES AVAILABLE IN THE PA.UIS DES NATIONS

1. Post, Telegraph and Telephone

Telephone numbers of Palais des Nations: 33.10.00, 33.20.00, 33.40.00.

Full postal, telegraph and telephone facilities are av~ilable in the Palais

des Nations.

The Post Office installed by the Swiss Postal Authorities is on the ground

floor of the Secretariat building, Room 49, Ext.2568.

It is open during the following hours:

Mondays - Fridays 8.00 a.m. - 12 noon

2.15 p.m. - 6.30 p.m.

Saturdays 9.00 a.m. - 12 noon

The telegraph office is located on the ground floor, Room 84, Ext.2562.

It is open the following hours:

Mondays - Saturdays 9.00 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Instructions on the use of t~t~leph~~ in the Palais de, Nations

(a) How to telephone:

To obtain a number within the building, lift the receiver and dial the

required number as soon as the dialling tone is heard.

To obtain a Geneva number, lift the receiver, wait for the first dialling

tone and dial O. When the second tone is heard dial the required Geneva number.

To obtain an interurban or international number, lift the receiver, wait

for the first dialling tone and dial 1 to call the operator.
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(b) Official telephone c~~~

Delegations should, as soon as possible after arrival, compile a list of

persons entitled to charge official telephone calls to the delegation. This list

should be sent to the Chief of Internal Division (Room 42), with a copy to the

Finance Division (Room 239).

(c) Private telephone calls

Private interurban calls can be made during the day either from the Telegraph

Office or from the Post Office, both located on the ground floor of the Secretariat

building, near staircase No.5.

Private international calls can be made during the day from the Telegraph

Office and when the latter is closed from t~e Conciergerie (Door No.2).

2.~

- 4.00 p.m.

- noona.m.

p.m.

9.30

2.00

The Unite~ Nations Branch of Lloyds and National Provincial Foreign Bank Ltd.,

is on the ground floor of the Secretariat building, Room 68, Ext. 2811. It is

open during the following hours:-

Mondays - Fridays

3. Library

Applications for books and periodicals to be consulted in the Library should

be made to the Loan and~e~erence Desk on the 1st floor of the Library Wing,

TeL 3094. The Library is op.en at. the following hours:

Mondays - Fridays 8.45 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.

2.00 p.m. - 6.15 p.m.

4. Restaurant, Bar and Cafeteria facilities

A restaurant is open on the 3th floor of the Assembly building from 9 a.m.

to 9 p.m. and until 2.30 p.m. on Saturdays (Tel. 2784).

Hot meals are served from 12 noon to 2.30 p.m. and from 7 to 8.30 p.m.

Drinks, sandwiches and cold snacks are available at all other times. The

restaurant is closed at week-ends.

Arrangements for cocktail parties~ special luncheon and dinner parties can

be made by the restaurant.

The Cafeter.ia on the ground floor of the Assembly building is open to

members of delegations, journalists, etc. r and officials from 9.00 a.m. to

2.30 p.m. (Tel. 3500).
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The Bar, on the gTound floor of the Council building, is open from 9 a.m.

to 7.30 p.m. (Tel. 2787). The Cafeteria and the Bar are closed on Saturdays.

5. First-Aid

Emergency first-aid is available in Room 028, Tel. 2807, in the basement of

the Secretariat building. The services of a physician can be obtained if required.

After normal working hours, call Conciergerie Door No.2, Ext. 2901, 2945 or

2947.
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CHECK-LIST OF DOCUMENTS ISSUED DURING
THE :fERIOD 11 "MAY - 20 JUNE 1959

The following is a com~lete listing of doouments of the ~eeting of Foreign

~inisters issued during the period 11 May - 20 June 1959.

SECTION I

Decisions agreed upon by the Foreign ~inisters (&M/DEC/Series)

No documents have been issued in this series during the period.

SECTION II

Communiques agreed upon by the Foreign ministers (~/COM/Series)

Title ~ Symbol Languages

Communique ~ Issued by the Meeting of
Foreign ministers on 20 June 1959 20 June 1959 ~~/CO~/l

SECTION III

Documents submitted by delegations and dealing with the substanoe of the Ueeting

RJA/DOC/Series

Title

Statement by Mr. A. A. Gromyko,
Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the USSR - 12 May 1959

Opening Statement of the Honorable
Christian A•.Herter, Secretary
of State of the United States of
America - 13 May 1959

307

Symbol

13 May 1959 I&/DOC/l

13 May 1959 . W:1~/DOC/2

E, F, R*

E*, F, R
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Title

Opening statement by M. Couve
de Murville, Minister of Foreign
Affairs of France - 13 ~ay 1959

Statement by ~r. A. A. Gro~ko,

~inister of Foreign Affairs of
the USSR - 13 may 1959

Statement by fur. A. A. Gromyko,
minister of Foreign Affairs of
the USSR - 13 May 1959

ibid.

Opening statement by fur. Sel,~

Lloyd, Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs of the United
Kingdom - 13 May 1959

Statement presenting Western Pe~e

Plan - Statement of the Honorable
Christian A. Herter, Seoretary of
State of the United States, at
the fourth session, 14 i!~ay 1959

Western Peace Plan - Presented at
the fourth session of the Foreign
Ministers, by the Foreign binisters
of France, the United Kingdom and
the United States, 14 May 1959

ibid.

Letter dated 12 May 1959 addressed
to the Chef du Departement
politique federal by the Chairman
of the first session of the
Meeting of Foreign Ministers

Statement by ~r. A. A. Gromyko on
the question of a peace treaty
with Germany - 15 May 1959

ibid.

Draft Peace Treaty with Germany 
Presented at the fifth session
of the Foreign lliinisters by the
delegation of the Union of Soviet
Sooialist Republics, 15 May 1959

ibid.

Speech by the Foreign Seoretary of
the United Kingdom, the at. Hon.
Selwyn Lloyd, C.B.E., Q.O., M.P••
on lilay 15 in support of the
Western Peace Plan

Date-

13 May 1959

14 May 1959

14 hay 1959

21 May 1959

16 liay 1959

14 "'iay 1959

14 May 1959

1 June 1959

14 1iay 1959

15 ~lay 1959

22 ~ay 1959

15 wiay 1'59

27 lJiay 1959

15 1'lay 1'59

Symbol

RiJi./DOC/3

Ri'vi/DOC!4

Wil/DOC/5

m;/DOC/5jCorr.l

Rlvi/DOC/6

fIlr;i/DOC/7

RM/DOC/8

RM/DOC/8/Corr.l

ru:i/DOC/9

illf)DOC/I0

~l/DOC/IO/Corr.l

RU/DOC/11

ro.;/DOC/l1/Corr .1

m,~/DOC/12

E, F*, R

E, F, R*

E, F, R*

E only

E*, F, R

E*, F, R

E*, F, R

R only

E*, F, R

E, F, Rolf.

E only

E, F, Rolf.

P only

E*, F, R



18 1~ay 1959 !UvljnOC/14 E, F, R*

19 May 1959 RM/nOC/14/Corr.l F only

22 May 1959 ~/nOC/14/Corr.2 E only

19 1iay 1959 Rli~/nOC/15 E, F*, R

Title

statement reg~rding German peace
settlement - Statement of the
Honorable Ch:ristian A. Herter,
Secretary of State of the
United States, at the sixth
session of the Foreign ministers
18 May 1959

Statement by Mr. A. A. Gromyko on a
peace treaty with Germany and the
"package ll plan of the three
Western Powers - 18 May 1959

ibid.
-"-~,-

ibid._._-
Statement by Mr. Couve de Murvi11e,

Ministe= of Foreign Affairs of
France - 19 fuay 1959

Statement by kr. Selwyn Lloyd,
Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of the United Kingdom,
in connexion with the Soviet
Draft Peace Treaty - 19 ~ay 1959

Statement by kr. A. A. Gromyko on
the position of the ~estern Powers
on the question of a peace treaty
with Germany - 19 Lay 1959

Statement by the Honorable Christian
A. Herter, Secretary of State of
the United States, delivered at
the eighth session of the Foreign
lliinisters, 20 ~ay 1959, in further
discussion of the ~estern Peace
Plan

Statement by fjir. Selwyn Lloyd,
Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of the United Kinedom 
20 r,:ay 1959

ibid.

statement on security measures 
Statement by the Honorable
Christian A. Herter, Secretary of
State of the United States,
delivered at the tenth session
of the Foreign ~inisters,

22 ~iay 1959

1S May 1959

19 i':ay 1959

20 Jy~ay 1959

20 ~ay 1959

20 (Jay 1959

27 !tiay 1959

22 tiay 1959

Symbol

Rlvi/noc/13

m:/DOC/16

Rlii/DOC/17

IDii/DOC/18

Rlii/noc/19

Rft"/DOC/19/0orr.1

m,,/nOC/20

RltI/lJJM/7
Page 3

E*, F, R

E*, F, R

E, F, R*

E*, F, R

E*, F, R

E*, F, R

E*, F, R
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Title Date Symbol

25 May 1959 RlY~/DOC/24 E, F, R*

25 May 1959 Rli/DOC/25 E, F, R*

25 ulay 1959 fU\;jDOC/26 E, F, a*
:3 June 1959 ID/I/DOC/26/Corr .1 E only

statement by Mr. Selwyn Lloyd,
Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of the United Kingdom,
on German reunification -
21 ~ay 1959 21 MflY 1959

Statement of the Honorable Christian
A. Herter, Secretary of State of
the United States, at the
conclusion of the ninth session of
the Foreign Ministers - 21 kay 1959 22 uay 1959

Statement by Mr. A. A. Gromyko -
20 May 1959 26 May 1959

Statement by mr. A. A. Gromyko on
the course of the discussion of
the questio~ of a peace treaty
with Germany - 21 uay 1959

Statement by fur. Gromyko 
22 kay 1959

Statement by Mr. A. A. Gromyko on
the question of a peace treaty
with Germany - 25 May 1959

ibir~.-_.-

R1;jDOC/21

lUii/DOC/22

RM/DOC/23

E*, F, R

E*, F, R

E, F, R*

~6 l,~y 1959 Rivi/DOC/28 E*, F, R

30 u~ay 1959 Rb~/DOC/29 E, F, R*

1 June 1959 Rlv~/DOC / 29/C orr .1 E only

16 June 1959 Rlvi/DOC/29/Corr.2 E only

Statement of the Honorable Christian
A. Herter, Secretary of State of
the United States, regarding the
Federal Republic of Germany,
delivered at the eleventh session
of the Foreign Ministers -
25 May 1959

Statement of the Honorable Christian
A. Herter, Secretary of State of
the United States, regarding Berlin,
delivered at the twelfth session of
the Foreign Iv... inisters - 26 lliay 1959

Statement by Mr. A. A. Gromyko on the
Berlin question - 30 Eay 1959

ib5,1.•
L-."'-'- .. _

ibid.

Statement by it,r. Selwyn Lloyd,
Secretary of State for Foreign
~ffairs of the United Kingdom,
on Berlin - 30 kay 1959

25 ~ay 1959

30 lviay 1959

Rlii/DOC/27

RiYijDOC /30

E*, F, R

E*, F, R
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Statement by Mr. A. A. Gromyko on
the Berlin question - 2 June 1959

Statement by Mr. Sel,~ Lloyd,
Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of the United Kingdom 
2 June 1959

Statement by Mr. Sel'~ Lloyd,
Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of the United Kingdom 
5 June 1959

3 June 1959 ~i/DOC/31

2 June 1959 EWi/DOC/32

5 June 1959 &M/DOC/33

E, F, R*

E*, F, R

E*, F, R

10 June 1959 Rbi/nOC/35

6 June 1959 ili~/DOC/34

Statement of the Honorable Christian
A. Herter, Secretary of State of
the United States, on the Berlin
issue, delivered at the fifteenth
session of the Foreign kinisters 
5 June 1959

Statement by lour. Couve de 1:urville,
kinister for Foreign Affairs of
France - 12 kay 1959

Statement by fur. Couve de liurville,
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
14 lvjay 1959 10 June 1959 RL/DOC/36

E*, F, R

E, F*, R

E, F*, R

Statement rn~cle by ".1'. Couve de
1lurvil1e, J.,iiniG-~er f(j}:' Foreign
Affairs of Frf,nce - ~:l i,lay 1959 10 June 1959 ru,I/DOC/37

Statement made by Mr. Couve de
Murvil1e, Minister for Foreign
Affairs of France - 22 iiay 1959 10 June 1959 RU/DOC/38

Statement by fur. Couve de Murvil1e,
Minist~r for Foreign Affairs of
France - 25,way 1959 10 June 1959 R&~/DOC/39

Statement by fur. Couve de Murville,
~inister for Foreign Affairs of
France - 30 l'Iiay 1959 10 June 1959 R1i/DOC/40

Statement by ~r. A. A. Gromyko on
the new proposals of the Soviet
Government with regard to the
question of West Berlin and an
all-German committee - 10 June 1959 10 June 1959 Rlh/DOC/41

Statement by Mr. SelWYn Lloyd,
Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of the United Xingdom -
10 June 1959 10 June 1959 Rl~/DOC/42

E, F*, R

E, F*, R

E, F*, R

E, F*, R

E, F, R*

E*, F, R



Title Date Symbol Languages
(*denotcs
original)

Statement of the Honorable Christian
A. Herter, Secretary ot State of
the United States, on Berlin,
delivered at the sixteenth session
of the Foreign Ministers -
10 June 1959 11 June 1959 IDL/DOC/43

Statement made by Mr. Couve de
Eurville, Linister for Foreign
Affairs of France - 10 June 1959 11 June 1959 m~/DOC/44

Statement of the Honorable Christian
A. Herter, Secretary of State of
the United States, regarding East
German armed forces, delivered at
the eleventh session of the Foreign
1dnisters - 25 May 1959 12 June 1959 ro.:jDOC/45

Statement by kr. Selwyn Lloyd,
Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of the United Kingdom -
12 June 1959 12 June 1959 m~/DOC/46

Statement by ~r. A. A. Gromyko -
12 June 1959 13 June 1959 RL:jDOC/47

Statement by Mr. Couve de burville,
Minister for Foreign ~ffairs of
France - 12 June 1959 15·June 1959 m.~/DOC/48

E*, P, R

E, F*, R

E*, P, R

E*, P, R

E, F, R*

E, F*, R

RJ.'v./DOC/AI4 E. F, R

IDA/DOC/L/5 E, F, R

m~/DOC/A/5/Corr.l R only

m.ijDOC/A/3 E, P, R

m,;JDocIA/J/Corr.l E, F, R

E .. P, R

E only

m~/DOC/All

IDIi/DOC/A/2

m~/Doc/A/2/Corr.l

4 June 1959

4 June 1959

20 June 1959

4 June 1959

4 June 1959

8 June 1959

4 June 1959

20 June 1959

ibid.

ibid.

statement made by Dr. Bolz at the
meeting on 26 bay 1959, as
submitted

Statement made by Dr. Bolz at the
meeting on 2 June 1959, as
submitted

ibid.

Statement made by Dr. Bolz at the
meeting on 21 May 1959, as
submitted

R1Y~/DOC/A/Series

Statement made by Dr. Bolz at the
meeting on 14 May 1959, as
submitted

Statement made by Dr. Bolz at the
meeting on 18 fuay 1959, as
submitted



Title

. Statement made by Dr. Grewe at the
meeting on 14 L;ay 1959, as
submitted

Statement made by Dr. Grewe at the
mee ting on 19 iJiay 1959, as
submitted

Statement made by Dr. Grewe at the
meeting on 21 ~ay 1959, as
submitted

Statement made by Dr. Grewe at the
mee~ing on 2 June 1959, as
submitted

Statement made by Dr. Bo1z at the
meeting on 5 June 1959, as
submitted

Statement made by Dr. Bolz at the
meeting on 10 June 1959, as
submitted

Statement made by Dr. Grewe at the
meeting on 12 June 1959, as
submitted

~ Symbol

6 June 1959 ro.~/DOC/A/6

6 June 1959 R1./DOC/A/7

6 June 1959 ffii/DOC/A/8

6 June 1959 RL/DOC/A/9

6 June 1959 Rl>.jDOC/A/10

10 June 1959 P:uJDOC/l../11

13 June 1959 Rl,,;/nOC/A/12

PJiZ/J.JJf:i/7
Page 7

Languages

E, F, R

E, F, R

E, F, R

E, F, R

E, F, R

E, F, It,

E, F, R

SECTION IV

Documents of an administrative nature dealing with physical
arrangements and other ty?es of general information

Rl'lljAD1;jSerie s

Title Date Symbol

Documentation In May 1959

Documentation - Note by the
Secretariat 4 June 1959

Entry into the security zone in the
Pa1ais des Nations during the
l'ieeting of Foreign Einisters 14 1:ay 1959

Arrangements for the openinG session
of the fueeting of Foreign
kinisters - Palais des Nations,
Geneva, 1959 11 ~,~ay 1959

Memorandum of understanding concerning
the finances of the Meeting of
Foreign kinisters, Pa1ais des
Nations, 1959 19 l,:ay 1959
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Title

Note for correspondents on arrange
ments for the opening of the
Meeting of Foreign lliinisters

Facilities available in the ?alais
des Nations

14 lJiay 1959

14 l:~ay 1959

Symbol

Rli/ADM/5

Rk/lJJI;] /6

Languages
(*denotes
original)

E*, F, R

RU/ADM/LET/Series

Telegrams and messages received
~o. 1 to No. 206,428)

from 11 :Lt~ay 1959
to 19 June 1959

lliv~/ADE/LET/1
and addenda
thereto, from
Add.l to Add.25 Trilingual

Consignment of 57 cartons,
containing messages from
different parts of Germany (DDR),
representing 5,500,000 signatures

Collective message from Baghdad
signed by 73,172 Iraqi nationals

Consignment of 9 cartons,
containing messages from
different parts of Germany (DDR),
representing 400,000 to 450,000
signatures and supplementing
consignment mi/AD~/LET/2

29 May 1959

30 Viay 1959

6 June 1959 IDt2/.ADM/LET/4

Trilingual

Trilingual

Trilingual
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UNITED STATES OF ~ffiRICA

~ad of Delegation

Mr. Christian A. Herter
Secretary of State

Members of Delegat~on

Mr. Neil H. McElroy
Secretary of Defense

Mr. Livingston T. Merchant
Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs

Mr. Llewellyn E. Thompson
American Ambassador to the Soviet Union

Principal ~dvi~

Mr. Loftus E. Becker
Legal Adviser, Department of State

Mr. Andrew H. Berding
Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs

Mr. Jor~~ N. Irwin, II
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs

Mr. G. Frederick Reinhardt
The Counselor of the Department of State
(Coord_~na~.£!:)

Mr. Gerard C. Smith
Assistant Secretary of State for Policy Planning

Mr. Ch~rles A. Sullivan
Deputy Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for
Disarmament and Atomio Energy

Mr. Francis O. Wilcox
Assistant Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs

Advi~ers

Mr. A',fred V. Boerner
Counselor for Public Affairs, American Embassy, Rome

Colonel F. J. Chesarek, U.S.A.
Executive Officer,
Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs

Rear-Ad~iral Paul L. Dudley, U.S.N.
Department of Defense

~r. Edward L. Freers
Director, Office of Zastern European Affairs, Department of State

~r. G. kcMurtrie Godley
S~ecial Assistant to the Counselor, Department of State
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Advisers (continued)

mr. kart in J. Hillenbrand
Director, Office of German Affairs, De~artment of State

kr. Richard D. Kearney
Assistant Legal Adviser for European Affairs, Department of State

i,.r. 10tlaX V. Krebs
Special Assistant to the Secret~ry of State

Mr. Edward T. Lampson
Office of German ~ffairs, Depa~iment of State

~r. Geoffrey 7. Lewis
United States ~ission to the North ktlantic Treaty Organization and
European Regional Organizations, Paris

1Ylr. John i,". l\'"cSweeney
Office of Eastern European Affairs, De?artment of St~te

hr. Brewster H. horris
American Embassy, Londt.n

~r. Carey A. Randall

Mr. E. Lewis Revey
American Embassy, Bonn

~r. Walter J. Stoessel, Jr.
American Embassy, Paris

~r. William R. Tyler
American Embassy, Bonn

Secretary of Delegation

hr. Bruce Grainger
Office of International Conferenees, Department of State

Staff Secretariat

J.v,r. Alan G. James
The Executive Secretariat, Departaent of State

.lY,r. James L. Carson
The Executive Secretariat, Departlllent of State

Iv.r. Joseph Ii. Cunningham
The Executive Secretaria.t, Depa.rtllent of 3tate

i\<lr. Herman T. Sl-tofield
The Executive Secretarie,t, Department of Sta.te

* * *
United States Member on the Quadripartite Liaison GrouE

Mr. William M. Gibson
Director, Office of International Conferences, Department of State
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F].ANC~

a.l!:. i..r. Couve de 1..urville
Ambassador of France
hinister of Foreign Affairs

H.E. bra Louis Joxe
Ambassador of France
General Secretary of the kinistry of Foreign Affairs

~r. Charles Lucet
Director-General for 20litical Affairs, hinistr,y of ForeiGn Affairs

1.r. Andre Gros
Legal Adviser, i:.inistry of Foreign Lffairs

hr. Pierre Baraduc
Director of Press and Information Del'artment, Linistry of Foreign Affairs

Er. Jer"n Laloy
Director of European Department, iiinistry of Foreizn Affairs

Mr. Jacques de Beaumarchais
Assistant Director of the Office of the l~inister of Foreign Affairs

!'"r. Etienne lY,anacfh
General Secretary to t~e French delegation

ur. Jean-barie Soutou
Consul-General of France, li.ilan

Col one 1 i,:e snard
Rellresentative of the General Staff, Hational Defence

hr. Jean Deniel Jurgensen
Head of Central Euro)e,m De2artmen'~, L;.nistry of Foreign Affeirs

1.r. }.:iche1 Le Gendre
Deputy Director of Central European Department, binistry of Foreicin Affairs

hr. Pierre de i!ienthon
Representative of France on the Quadripartite Liaison Group

biro Roger Vaurs
Head of Information Department, Embassy of France, United States (New YorlL)

~r. Pierre Pelletier
Head of the Office of the li.inister of Foreign Affe,irs

kr. Gerard Amanrich
Office of the Prime ~inister

kr. Jacques korizet
Embassy of France, Bonn

Lr. Henri Froment-keurice
Eastern Euro~ean De}art~ent, ~inistry of Foreign Affairs

l:Jr. Jacques Senard
Central European Department, ~inistry of Foreign Affairs

l'.'.r. Caillot
Security Officer
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Mr. Gilles Curien
Embassy of France, Bonn

Mr. Rene de Saint Legier
Embassy of France, Rome

kiss Isabelle Esmein
Eastern European Department, Minist~ of ~reign Affairs

kr. Jean-Bernard Raimond
Eastern European Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

~r. Jacques Sohricke
Press Department, fuinist~ of Foreign Affairs

~r. Gabriel Robin
Central European Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs



mUTED KINGDOitI

Hend of Delegation

Rt~ Hon~ Selwyn Lloyd, iii.P.
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

l!~~ D~ S. Laskey
Principal Private Secretary

i'~~ F. B. Richa.rds
Priva.te Secretary

Sir Anthony Rmabold, St.
Assistant Under-Secretary

il~~ P. F. Hancock
Head of Western Department, Foreign Office

.::r. ? ~ A. Wilkinson
Emoassy, nonn
(United Kingdom representative on the Quadripartite Liaison Group)

i!x~ W~ 3. J. Ledwidge
Political Adviser, Jerlin

I:X~ J. X. Dricltall
Western ilepartment, Foreign Office

The Hon. T. E~ Bridges
Northern Department, Foreign Office

iX~ J. R. Freelo.nd
Assisto.nt Lego.l Adviser

:i:Iajor General a. A~ Riddell
Adviser, i.:~inistry of Defence

dr~ C~ P~ Hope
Hend of News Department, Foreign Office

ilir~ J~ L. vr. Price
News Department, Foreign Office

j.:r~ S~ :iJ.l. Black
Informa.tion Policy Department, Foreign Office

~~. E~ H. L. Albert
Information Policy uepartment, Foreign Office
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i'.'lr. A~ E. Davidson
Delegation Secretary

i.:r ~ J. i!10rgan
Interpreter, Foreign Office

i!~~ D~ I. A. Hamblen
Security Officer, Foreign Offiee

idss p~ T. llIetcalfe
Conference Officer, Foreign Office

i:liss E. B. Chaplin
Conference Officer, Foreign Office

Lt. :P ~ i.'u Williams
Assistant Security Officer
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UNION OF SCVIF:r SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Head of Delegation

~i~ ~ A~ A. Gromyko
if.inister of Foreign Affairs of the ussa

uembers of Delegation

Er. V~ A~ Zorin
Ambassador ~~traordinary and Plenipotentiary,
Deputy 1:iinister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

jir ~ Y. A ~ iJlalik
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the USSR to the United Kingdom

iJ~~ M~ G~ Pervukhin
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the USSR to the
German Democratic Repu~lic

b1r. A. A~ Smirnov
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the USSR to the
Federal German Republic

!!~~ A. A~ Soldatov
Envoy EJ~traordinary and Plenipotentiary, 1st Class,
idember of the Collegium and Director, Department for Countries of America,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

Advisers

Mr~ I. !~ Ilichev
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
Director, 3rd European Department, Hinistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

Er~ iYi. A~ Kharlamov
Envoy £~traordinary and Plenipotentiary, 2nd Class,
Director, Press Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

i':x. S~ I~ Bazarov
Envoy &~traordinary and Plenipotentiary, 2nd Class,
Director, 1st European Department, i.~:inistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

~~. I. N~ Zemskov
Envoy &~traordinary and Plenipotentiary, 2nd Class,
Chief, Historical-Diplomatic Department, iJinistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR
(General Secretary to the delegation)

Lt~-Gen~ V~ ilI~ Kramar,
Ministry of Defence of the USSR

i:!~. V. L~ IChvostov
Envoy ~~traordinary and Plenipotentiary, 1st Class,
Counsellor, !/linistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR,
Corresponding fuember of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR
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Advise!~ (continued)

:li.x. v. F. Gru~JYa.kov

Envoy Ex-trn.ordinary and Plenipotentiary, 2nd Class,
Senior Assistant to the ltiinister of Foreign It.ffo.irs of the USSR

lAr. A. iv~. Aleksrmdrov
Counsellor, 1st Class,
Counsellor, liiinistry of Foreign Affairs of the USS~

;.:r~ A~ G. Zovalev
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Counsellor, Hinistry of Foreign Affairs of the USS&

Kr~ O. P. Selyaninov
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Counsellor, Embassy of the USSR to the German :Jemocro.tic Rapu;)lic

1Ir ~ G. L Slavin
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Counsellor, Embassy of the USSR to the German Democratic Republic

Er~ I. I. Avalov
Counsellor, 1st Class,
Counsellor, 1.':inistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSH.

l,.~~ A~ I. 31atov
Counsellor, 1st Class,
Deputy Direotor, 3rd European Department, ~inistry of Foreign Affairs of ~he USSR

I1Ir~ V. P. Nadezhdin
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Assistant to the Einister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

i::r~ L~ E. Siomonchuk
Counsellor, ~nd Class,
Counsellor, i::inistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

:Ur ~ L il. Ni::ulin
First Secretary, 1st Class,
Assistant to the Deputy I;inister of Foreign lSfairs of the USSR

u~~ V~ N. Bendryshev
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
First Secretary, ~inistry of Forei&n Affairs of the ussa
(Deputy General Secretary of the conference for the USSR)

ffir~ D. S. Nikiforov
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Deputy Director, Protocol Department, ~.dnistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

maj~-Gen. S. J. Romanov
riiinistry of Defence of the USSR
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~~perts (continued)

11ir. V ~ I ~ Falin
First Secretary, 1st Class,
Departmental Adviser, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

L'x. :3 ~ D ~ ~,~a.ltashev

First Secretary, 1st Class,
First Secretary, Uinistry of Foreign Affairs of the ussa
(Deputy General Secreta~ to the delegation)

r~~ V; Z~ Levikov
First Secretary, 2nd Class,
First Secreta.ry, 1;inist~ of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

The following also took part in the work of the conference

~~ S~ A~ Vinogradov
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the USSR to France

wr~ s; p~ Kirsanov
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the USSR to the Netherlnnds

Mr~ V~ I~ Erofeev
Counsellor, 1st Class,
Counsellor, Embassy of the USSR to France
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GERli.AN DEi..OCRAT IG i.1E.PUBLIC

Dr. Lothar Bolz
Deputy Prime Minister and ~inister of Foreign Affairs of the
German Democratic Republic,
Head of delegation

Mr. Otto Winzer
Secretary of State and First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the German Democratic Republic

Dr. Heinrich Toeplitz
Secretary of State

Mr. Peter Florin
Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee at the People's Chamber
of the German Democratic Republic

Advisers and Experts

kr. Wilhelm ~eissner

Envoy Extraordinary and Lanister Plenipotentiary

Mr. Gerhard Kegel
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
Public Relations Officer of the delegation

Dr. Siegfried Bock
Embassy Counsellor

Mr. Hans Marum
Legation Counsellor

Mr. Josef Zimmering
Legation Counsellor,
Permanent Representative of the German Democratic Republic

Mr. Klaus Willerding
Director of Protocol

Dr. Kohl
Scientific Assistant

Dr. Kobbel t
Scientific Assistant

lvir. Arne Rehahn
Scientific Assistant

Mr. Horst Grunert
First Secretary and Private Seeretary to the Minister of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Gerhard Lindner
First Secretary and Private Seeretary to Mr. Otto Winzer, Secretary of State

Mr. Hans Voss
First Secretary



Advisers and Experts (continued)

i!~~ Dieter Doering
Second Secretary

1:ir. Ingo Oeser
Second Secretary

jy~r~ Bruno Lembke
Seoond Secretary

i!lr. Harald Rose
Second Seoretary

1'Ir~ Karl Seidel
Third Secretary

ulr~ otto heilmann
Third Secretary

Itir ~ Horst Schlin
Attaohs

Ur. Joaohim Mitd~t

Attaoh6

las~ Gertrud Salomon
Attachs

l/lr. Ulrich Herzog
Attache

~x~ Frenz Jahsnowski
Interpreter

lJlr~ Eichael Benjamin
Interpreter

iAr~ ICarl-Heinz Ringleb
Interpreter

RMI.A:Dli~/,J
Page 11
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FEDERAL HE?UBLIC OF GERi/;.J:NY

Dr. H. von Brentano
Minister for Foreign kffairs

kr. F. von Eckardt
State Secretary,
Head of Press and Information Office

Mr. G. F. Duckwitz
Head of Eastern Department, Foreign ~inistry

Professor W. Grewe
Ambassador, Washington

lvAr. P. Limbourg
Yrincipal Private Seeretary to the Foreign ~inister

Dr. R. Fechter
Counsellor,
Eastern Department, ForeiGn ~inistry

ProfGssor Dr. n. Meyer-Lindenberg
Counsellor,
Legal Department, Foreign Ministry

Dr. B. Meissner
First Secretary,
Eastern Department, Foreign ldnistry

Dr. D. Oneken
First Secretary,
~estern Department, Foreign kinistry

Dr. H. Ruete
First Secretary,
Eastern Department, Foreign l,:inisi,~

Dr. H. A. Reirutemeyer
First Secretary,
Embassy, liJoscow

kr. K. G. von Rase
Press Officer,
Foreign ~inistry

Dr. H. Drtlge
Second Secretary,
Embassy, Washington

Mr. P. Basing
Third Secretary,
Foreign Ministry

kr. C. von Schubert
Third Secretary,
Foreign kinistry

Ivir. H. Kusterer
Interpreter
Foreign iv'inistry



Dr. W. FUsslein
Adviser,
hinistry of the Interior

Lt.-Col. A. Bergemann
Adviser,
ministry of Defence

Dr. G. A. Kuniseh
Adviser,
Ministry for AII-German Affairs

Dr. w. ~Unchheimer

Adviser,
hinistry for All-German Affairs

Rl,l/1illl/i/G
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UNITED STATES OF A1vJERICA

Bead of~leg~

Mr. Christian A. Herter
Secretary of State

~~rs _of Delegation

Mr. Neil H. McElroy
Secretary of D~fense

Mr. Livingston T. Merchant
Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs

Mr. 11~wellyn E. Thompson
Americr..ll Ambassador to the Soviet Union

~~cip'~! A~visers

Mr. Loftus E. Becker
Legal Adviser, Department of State

Mr. Andrew H. Berding
Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs

Mr. Joh:~ H, Irwin, II
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs

Mr. G. Fr0~eric~ Reinhardt
Tha Coun~elor of the Department of State
'f"' d' t \\voO~ J.na 0LI

Mr. Gerard C. Smith
Assistant Secretary of State for Poliey Planning

Mr. Charles A. Sullivan
Deputy Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for
Disarmament and Atomio Energy

Mr. l~ancis O. Wilcox
Assistant Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs

Ac.visers---,.-.-,-
Mr. Ajf~ed V. Boerner

Co~nselor for Publie Affairs, American Embassy, Rome

Colonel F. J. Chesarek, U.S.A.
Executive Officer,
Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs

Rear-Admiral Paul L. Dudley, U.S.N.
Department of Defense

Mr. Edwqrd L. Ereers
~irector, Office of Eastern European Affairs, Department of State

~r. G. kcMurtrie Godley
Sj!ecial Assista~.t to the Counselor, Department of State
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Advisers (continued)

Mr. llIartin J ~ Hillenbrand
Direotor, Office of German Affairs, Department of state

1~~ Richard D. Kearney
Assistant Legal Adviser tor European Atfairs, Department ot state

1ir. Max V. Krebs
Special Assistant to the Secretary of State

.li:r. Edward T. Lampson
Office of German Affairs, Department of State

~j~. Geoffrey W~ Lewis
United States Mission to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and
European Regional Organizations, Paris

Mr. John U. fucSweeney
Office of Eastern European Affairs, Department of state

Mr. Brewster H~ :Morris
American Embassy, London

Brigadier-General Carey A. Randall, U~S.M~C.

Military Assistant to the Seoretary of Defense

Mr~ E~ Lewis Revey
American Embassy, Bonn

Mr. Walter J. stoessel, Jr.
American Embassy, Paris

lltt. William R. Tyler
American Embassy, Bonn

Secretary of Delegation

U~. Bruce Grainger
Office of International Conferences, Dep&rtment af ~te

Staff Secretariat

Mr. Alan G~ James
The Executive Seoretariat, Department of State

?,fr • James L. Carson
The Executive Secretariat, Department ot State

Mr. Joseph H. Cunningham
The Executive Secretcriat, Department of State

Mr. Herman T~ Skofield
The Executive Secretariat, Department of State

* * '*
United states ~ember on the Quadripartite Liaison Group

M~~ William M. Gibson
Director, Offioe of International Conterenoe., Depart-ent of state
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F?..ANC:J.:

a.t:. l..r. Couve de Lurville
Ambassador of France
uinister of Foreign affairs

a.E. Lr. Louis Joxe
Ambassador of France
General Secretary of the kinistry of Foreign Affairs

~r. Charles Lucet
Director-Generel for ~olitical Affairs, Einistr,y of Foreign Affairs

1r~r. Andre Gros
Legal Adviser, idnistry of Foreign .h.ffairs

kr. Pierre Baraduc
Director of Press and Information.De}artment, i ..inistry of Foreign Affairs

iv~r. Jean Laloy
Director of Euro?ean Department, ~inistry of Forei2n Affairs

kr. Jacques de Beaumarchais
Assistant Director of the Offioe of the kinister of Foreign Affairs

~r. Etienne ~anac'h

General Secretary to the French delezation

kr. Jean-Larie Soutou
Consul-General of France, ~ilan

Colonel ~i~esnard

Re:;?resentetive of the General Steff, Hationf'.l Defence

Lr. Jean Deniel Jurgensen
Head of Centrr:.l Euro}een De}artment, i..inistry of Foreign Affairs

L"r. },.ichel Legendre
Deputy ~irector of Centr~l ~uropean Department, binistry of ForeiJn Affairs

kr. Pierre de menthon
Representative of France on the Quadripartite Liaison Group

Ifir. Roger Vaurs
Head of Information Del')artment, Embassy of France, United States (Ne" York)

~r. Pierre Pelletier
Hend of the Office of the Idnister of Foreign l..ffe.irs

~r. Gerard Amanrich
Office of the ?rime i.~inister

hr. Jacques Lorizet
Embassy of France, Bonn

Lr. Henri Froment~~eurice

Eastern European De)ert~ent, ~inistry of Foreign Affairs

ur. Jacques Senard
Central Europe~n Department, fuinistry of Foreign Affairs

hr. Caillot
Security Officer
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Mr~ Gilles Curian
Embassy of Franoe, Bonn

~~~ Roue de Saint Legier
Embassy of Franoe, Rome

Miss Isabelle Esmein
E~stern European Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr~ Jean-Bernard Raimond
Eastern European Department, Ministry of Poreign Affairs

1tt~ Jacques Schricke
Pross Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr~ Gabriel Robin
Central European Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr~ Constantin Andronikoy
Interpreter; Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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Head of Delegation

Rt. lIon. Selwyn Lloyd, 1~.P.

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

i~. D. S. Laskey
Principal Private Secretary

Mr. F. B. ~ichards

Private Secretary

Sir Anthony Rumbold, Bt.
Assistant Under-Secretary

Mr. P. F. Hancock
Head of Western Department, Foreign Offioe

Mr. P. A. Wilkinson
Embassy, Bonn
(United Kingdom member on the Quadripartite Liaison Group)

Mr. 7T. B. J. Ledwidge
Political Adviser, Berlin

ltlr. J. :(. Dr ::::1k.all
Western Department, Foreign Offioe

The lion. T. E. Bridges
lJorJuhern Departmen.l~, Fore ign Office

Mr. J. Z. Freeland
Assistant Legal Adviser

Major General R. A. ~iddell

Adviser, Ministry of Defenoe

Mr. C. P. Hope
Read of News Department, Foreign Offioe

Mr. J. L. W. Price
News Department, Foreign Offioe

Mr. S. :M. Black
Information Policy Department, Foreign Offioe

Mr. E. H. L. Albert
Information Policy Department, Foreign Offioe

mll/Anii/8/Rev.1
Page 5
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~r~ A~ E~ Davidson
Delegation Secretary

iJ~ ~ J ~ i,lorgan
Interpreter, Foreign Office

i!~~ D~ I~ A. Hamblen
Security Officer, Foreign Offioe

idss p~ T. lJletcalfe
Conference Officer, Foreign Office

1.~iss E~ E~ Chaplin
Conference Officer, Foreign Offioe

Lt~ F~ b. Williams
Assistant Security Officer
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U1ITON OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Head of Delegation

~:.:r. A~ A. Gromyko
uinister of Foreign Affairs of the ussa

~:lembers of Delega~!~

Er~ V~ A~ Zorin
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
Deputy l;~inister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

jj.r ~ y ~ A~ i.!alik
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the USSR to the United ~ingdom

UX. ivl~ G~ Pervukhin
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the ussa to the
German Democratic RepuD1ic

btr. A. A~ Smirnov
Ambassador Ext~aordinary and Plenipotentiary of the USSR to the
Federal German Republic

l.~. A. A~ Soldatov
Envoy E~~traordinary and Plenipotentiary, 1st Class,
iliember of the Col1egiwn and Director, Department for Countries of America,
1linistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

Advisers

iAr~ 1. L llichev
Ambassador E;~traordinary and Plenipotentiary,
Director, 3rd European Department, :~inistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

l:~~ M. A~ IChar1amov
Envoy E;~traordinary and Plenipotentiary, 2nd Class,
Director, Press Department, Uinistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

1'·:r. S. I~ Bazarov .
Envoy &~traordinary and Plenipotentiary, 2nd Class,
Director, 1st European Department, i~~inistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

LX. I. N~ Zemskov
Envoy ~~traordinary and Plenipotentiary, 2nd Class,
Chief, fastorica1-Dip10matic Depa.rtment, i,Iinistry of Foreign Affa.irs of the USSR
(General Secretary to the de1ega.tion)

Lt.-Gen~ V~ l:l~ Kramar,
hdnistry of Defence of the USSR

i!lr. V. ;,:~ Xhvostov
Envoy &~traordinary and Plenipotentiary, 1st C1a.ss,
Counsellor, 1,:inistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR,
Corresponding Gember of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR
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Advisers (continued)

!;lr ~ V. F. Gru"nyokov.
Envoy Extraordinary and Flenipotentiary, 2nd Class,
Senior Assistant to the Idinistar of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

ia~ A~ m~ Ale~sandrov

Counsellor, 1st Class,
Counsellor, idnistry of Foreign Affa.irs of the ussa

2/.r~ A~ G. l~ovalev

Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Counsellor, uinistry of Foreign Affairs of the USS&

ill'; O. p~ Selyo.ninov
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Counsellor, ~"bassy of the USSR to the German Democratic Repu~lic

1lr~ G~ I. Slavin
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Counsellor, Embassy of the USSR to the German Demooratic Repu0lic

Experts

gr~ I~ I. Ava.lov
Counsellor, 1st Class,
Counsellor, i:Iinistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

Llr~ A~ L Blatov
Counsellor, 1st Class,
Deputy Direotor, Jrd European Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

Iiir ~ V; p ~ Nade zhdin
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Assistant to the Einister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

1~; L; E~ Siomonchuk
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Counsellor, l,~inistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

1~~ I; n; Ni~ulin

First Secretary, 1st Class,
Assistant to the Deputy Einister of Foreign Jdfairs of the USSR

!Jlr; V; N~ Bendryshev
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
First Secretary, ~inistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR
(Deputy General Secretary of the conference for the USSR)

il:r~ D; S~ Niliforov
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Deputy Director, Protocol Department, ~inistry of Foreign Affairs of the ussa

maj~-Gen~ S; D~ Romanov
ministry of Defence of the USSR
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E;~perts (continued)

Ita- ~ V~ L Fa.lin
First Secretary, 1st Class,
Departmental Adviser, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

~::r ~ :3 ~ D ~ ~::al':ashev

First Secretary, 1st Clnss,
First Secretary, l:':inistry of Foreign Affairs of the U3SR
(Deputy General Secret~ to the delegation)

£!~ ~ V~ Z~ Lavikov
First Secretary, 2nd Class,
First Secretary, l~inistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

The following also took part in the work of the conference

1Iir~ S~ A~ Vinogra.dov
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the USSR to France

1~~ S~ P~ Kirsanov
Amoassa.dor Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the USSR to the Netherlands

Mr~ V~ I~ Erofeev
Counsellor, 1st Class,
Counsellor, Embassy of the USSR to France
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GER1£.AN DEa.:.OCRAT Ie REPUBLIC

Dr. Lothar Boh
Deputy Prime kinister end kinister of Foreign Affairs of the
German Democratic Re?ublic,
Head of delega~ion

M:r. Otto Winzer
Secretary of State and Firs~ Deputy kinister of Foreign Affairs
of the German Democratic Republic

Dr. Heinrich Toeplitz
Secretary of State

Mr. Peter Florin
Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee at the People's Chamber
of the German Democratic Republic

Advisers and Experts

kr. Wilhelm ~eissner

Envoy Extraordinary and ~inister Plenipotentiary

Mr. Gerhard Kegel
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentia~,

Public Relations Officer of the delegation

Dr. Siegfried Bock
Embassy Counsellor

Mr. Hans Marum
Legation Counsellor

Mr. Josef Zimmering
Legation Counsellor,
Permanent Representative of the German Democratic Republic

Mr. Klaus Willerding
Director of Protocol

Dr. Kohl
Scientific Assistant

Dr. Kobbelt
Scientific Assistant

},ire Arne Rehahn
Scientific Assistant

Mr. Horst Grunert
First Secreta~ and Private Secretary to the Minister of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Gerhard Lindner
First Secretary and Private Secretary to ~r. Otto Winzer, Secretary of State

lv4r. Hans Voss
First Secretary



Advisers and Experts (continued)

lllr ~ Dieter Doering
Second Secretary

i:ir. lngo Oeser
Second Secreta~

Y.:r ~ Bruno Lembke
Second Seoretary

llir. Harald Rose
Second Seoretary

Mr~ Karl Seidel
Third Secretary

Mr~ otto lieilmann
Third Secretary

ltir~ Horst Schlin
Attaohe

iir ~ Joaohim 1IIitdank
Attache

Mrs~ Gertrud Salomon
Attache

~~ Ulrich Herzog
Attache

i1a- ~ Prc..nz Jahsnowski
Interpreter

bir~ ~ichael Benjamin
Interpreter

lli'~ Karl-Heinz Ringleb
Interpreter
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF G:2PJ/~.lrr

Dr. R. von Brentano
Minister for Foreign Affairs

Mr. F. von Eckardt
State Secretary,
Head of Press and Information Office

~k. G. F. Duckwitz
Head of Eastern Department, Foreign ~inistry

Professor W. Grewe
Ambassador, Washington

~;'r. P. Limbourg
Principal Private Seereta~ to the Poreign Minister

Dr. R. Fechter
Counsellor,
Eastern Department, Foreign ~inistr,y

Prot~ssor Dr. II. Meyer-Lindenberg
Counsellor,
Legal Department, Foreign Ministr,y

Dr. B. Meissner
first Secretary,
Eastern Department, Foreign kinistr,y

Dr. D. Oncken
First Secretary,
Western Department, Foreign ~inistr.Y

Dr. H. Ruete
First Secretary,
Eastern Department, ForelJn kinis~

Dr. H. A. Reiru~emeyer

First Secretary,
Embassy, 1:ioscow

Mr. K. G. von Hase
Press Officer,
Foreign Ministry

Dr. H. Drtlge
Second Secreta~,

Embassy, Washington

Mr. P. Basing
Third Secretary,
Foreign Ministry

kr. C. von Schubert
Third Secretary,
Foreign winist~

Mr. H. Kusterer
Interpreter
Foreign ~inistry



Dr. W. FUsslein
Adviser,
hinistry of the Interior

Lt.-Col. A. Bergemann
Adviser,
kinistry of Defenoe

Dr. G. A. Kunisch
Adviser,
~inistr,y tor A11-German Affairs

Dr. W. jy;Unchheimer
Adviser,
kinistry for AII-German Affairs
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UNITE SlATES OF AMERICA

Head of Delegation

Mr. Christian A. Eerter
Secretary ot State

Member of Delegation

Mr. Livingston T. 1.Ierchant
Assistant Secretary of State tor JU~opean Affairs

Principal l~visers

Mr. Loftus 2. Becker.
Legal J~dviser, Department of State

Mr. .Andrew H. Berding
Assistant Secretary of State tor Publio l~fairs

hire John N. Irwin, II
Assistant Seoretary of Defense for International Security Affairs

Mr. G. Fredericlt Reinhardt
The Counselor ot the Department of State
(Coordinator)

Mr. Gerard C. Smith
Assistant Seoretary ot State for Polioy Planning

Advisers

Mr. Alfred V. Boerner

Rear-Admiral Paul L. Dudley, U.S.N.

Mr. Martin J. Hillenbrand

Mr. Richard D. Kearney

Mr. Geoffrey W. Lewis

Mr. E. Lewis Revey

Mr. Harry F. Stimpson, Jr.

Mr. Walter J. Stoessel, Jr.

llr. Malcolm Toon

Secretary of Delegation and UDited ~a~es member on the Quadripartite Liaison Group

Mr. William M. Gibson

Staff Secretariat

Ur. Thomas J. Dunnigan

Mr. James L. Carson

Mr. Robert H. Miller
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FRANCE

H.E. ~r. Couve de Murville
Ambassador of France,
Minister of Foreign Affairs

lIr. Charles Lucet
Director-General for Political Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Andre Gros
Legal Adviser, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Ta. Jean Laloy
Director of European Department, Ministr,y of Foreign Affairs

~. Pierre Baraduc
Director of Press and Information Department., Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Jacques de Beaumarchais
Assistant Director of the Office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs

I\U'. Etienne Manac' h
General Secretary to the French Delegation

Mr. Pierre Pelletier
Head of the Office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Jacques Morizet
French Embassy, Bonn

Colonel Mesnard
Representative of the General Statf, National Detenee

:Mr. Bourillet
Press Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

mr. Henri Froment-Meuriee
Eastern European Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Jean-Bernard Raimond
Eastern European Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Gabriel Robin
Central European Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Jacques Schricke
Press Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Constantin Andronikov
Interpreter, Ministry of Foreign Affairs



UNITED KINGDOM

Rt. Hon. Selwyn Lloyd, l!l.P.
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

Mr. D. S. Laskey
Principal Private Secretary

Mr. A. ~. Acland
Private Secretary

Sir Patrick Reilly
H.M. Ambassador, Moscow

Sir Anthony Rumbold, Bt.
Assistant Under-Seoretary

Mr. P. F. Hanoock
Head of Western Department, Foreign Offioe

Mr. W. B. J. Ledwidge
Political Adviser, Berlin

Mr. J. K. Drinkall
Western Department, Foreign Office

The Hon. T. E. Bridges
Northern Department, Foreign Office

Mr. J. R. Freeland
Assistant Legal Adviser

Mr. C. P. Hope
Head of News Depa.rtment, Foreign Office

Mr. J. Powell-Jones
News Department, Foreign Office

Mr. K. Welbore-Ker
Information Officer, Hamburg

Mr. E. H. L. Albert
Information Policy Department, Foreign Office

Mr. A. E. Davidson
Delegation Secretary

Mr. J. A. L. Morgan
Interpreter, Foreign Oftioe

Miss P. T. Metcalfe
Conference Officer, Foreign Office

RM/~ill1I/8/Rov.l/Add.l
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Miss E. B. Chaplin
Conference Officer, Foreign Office

Lt. P. M. Williams.
Security Offioer
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UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Head of Delegation

Mr. A. A. Gromyko
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

Members of Delegation

:Mr. V. A. Zorin
Ambassador Extraordinar,y and Plenipotentiary,
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affa~rs of the USSR

Mr. Y. A. Malik
Ambassador ExtraordinarY,and Plenipotentiary of the USSR to the United Klngdom

,Mr. M. G. Pervukhin
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the USSR to the
German Democratic Republic

J~. A. A. Soldatov
Envoy Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 1st Class,
Member of the Collegium and Director, Department for Countries of America~
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

Advisers

Mr. I. I. Ilichev
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
Director, 3rd European Department, lfinistry ot:'ForeipAlfairs of the USSR

Mr. fii. A. Kharlamov
Envoy Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 2nd Class,
Director, Press Department, Ministry ofFor&ign~~air~of the USSR

Mr. S. T. Bazarov
Envoy Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 2nd Class, ,
Director, 1st European Department, lAinistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

~r. I. N. Zemskov
Envoy Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 2nd Class,
Chief, Historical-Diplomatic Department, Ministry .of Foreign Affair's of the USSR
(General Secretary to the Delegation)

Lt.-Gen. V. :M. Kramar
Ministry of Defence of the USSR

Mr. V. M. Khvostov
Envoy Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 1st Class,
Counsellor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR,
Corresponding Member of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR

l:dr. V. F. Grubyakov
Envoy Extraordinary and Plenipotentiar,y, 2nd Class,
Senior Assistant to the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR
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Advisers (continued)

Mr. A. M•. Aleksandrov
Counsellor, 1st Class,
Counsellor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

Mr. A. G. Kovalev
Counsellor, 2nd Class
Counsellor, ~inistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

Mr. O. P. Selyaninov
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Counsellor, Embassy of the USSR to the German Demooratic Republic

Mr. G. I. Slavin
Counsellor, 2nd Class
Counsellor, Embassy of the USSR to the German Democratic Republic

Experts

Mr. I. I. Avalov
Counsellor, 1st Class,
Counsellor, Ministry of Poreign Affairs of the USSR

Mr. V. P. Nadezhdin
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
Assistant to the Minister of Fo~elgn Affairs of the USSR

~r. L. E. Siomonohuk
Counsellor, 2nd Clasi,
Counsellor, Ministry of Forel,. ~ftai~4 of the USSR

Mr. A. I. Blatov
Counsellor, 1st Class,
Deputy Departmental Directo~. ~iatatF.Y of Foreign Affairs of the USSR

Mr. I. D. Nikulin
First Secretary, 1st elas.,
Assistant to the Deputy ~in&ste~ of Poreign Affairs of ~e USSR

Mr. V. N. Bendryshev
Counsellor, 2nd Class,
First Secretary, Minlstr,y of Fore!cn Affairs of the USSR
(Deputy General Secretary ot the conferenoe for the USSR)
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GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

Dr. Lothar Bolz
Vice-Chairman of the Council of fuinisters and Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the German Democratic Republic,
Head of Delegation

1ir. Otto Winzer
Secretary of State and First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the German Democratic Republic

Dr. Heinrich Toeplitz
Secretary of State

Mr. Peter Florin
Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee at the People's Chamber
of the German Democratic Republic

Advis~s and Experts

Mr. Wilhelm Meissner
Ambassador Extraordina~ and Minister Plenipotentiary

Mr. Gerhard Kegel
J~bassador Extraordinar,y and Minister Plenipotentiary,
Public Relations Officer of the Delegation

Dr. Siegfried Bock
Embassy Counsellor

Mr. Hans Marum
Legation Counsellor

Mr. Josef Zimmering
Legation Counsellor,
Permanent Representative of the German Democratic Republic

Dr. Kohl
Scientific Assistant

Dr. Xobbelt
Scientific Assistant

~r. Dieter kUller
Scientific Assistant

~r. Horst Grunert
First Secretary and Priv&te Secretary to the ~inister of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Hans Voss
First Secretary

Mr. Dieter Dtlring
Second Secreta.ry

Mr. Bruno Lembke
Second Secreta.ry

Mr. Hein~ich Sperker
Third Secretary
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Advisers and Experts (continued)

1I.r. litanfred Schmidt
Third Secretary

1~r. Karl Seidel
Third Secreta.ry

1.r. Horst SchHn
Attache

~rs. Gertrud Sa.lomon
Attache

fur. Hans-Ulrich Herzog
Attache

~r. Franz Jahsnowski
Interpreter

~ir. Franz Krahl
Interpreter

Mrs. Ursula Lode
Interpreter

..

..



FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERlll•.NY

Dr. R. von Brentano
Minister for Foreign Affairs

Mr. F. von Eckardt
State Secretary,
Head of Press and Information Office

Mr. G. F. Duckwitz
Head of Eastern Department, Foreign ~inistr,y

~rofessor W. Grewe
Ambassador, Washington

Dr. R. Fechter
Counsellor,
Eastern Department, Foreign Ministr,y

Dr. B. uieissner
First Secretary,
Eastarn Department, Foreign Ministr,y

Dr. D. Oncken
First Secretary,
Western Department, Foreign ~inistr,y

Mr. K. G. von Rase
Press Officer,
Foreign Ministry

Dr. Stelzenrnfiller
Assistant Press Offioer,
Foreign Ministry

Dr. H, D!'trge .
Second Secre~ary,

Embassy, Washington

Mr. P. Bazing
Third Secretary,
Foreign ministry

Mr. C. von Schubert
Third Secretary,
Foreign ~inistry

z,,;r. H. Kusterer
Interpreter,
Foreig~ ~inistry

Lt.-Col. A. Borgemann
Adviser,
:iY1inis'~ry of Defence

Dr. G. A. Kunisch
Ildviser,
Ministry for All-German Affairs
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